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In the 

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT 

At a Stated Term of the United States Supreme Court, Pursuant to 
Allotment Order designated for the Second Circuit, assigning Associate Justice 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, held at the Supreme Court Washington, D.C.,  on the 29th 

day of March, two thousand and nineteen.: 

Alan Giordani, individually and as Proposed 
Executor for the Estate of Nancy Giordani, and 
Alan Giordani, Individually, 

Petitioner-Appellant NOTICE OF MOTION 

TO STAY/REVESRSE AND 

REINSTATE APPEAL 

V. Docket No. 18-1164 

United States District Court for the Southern 
District of New York, 

Respondent-Appellee. 

Appellant Alan Giordani duly swears and deposes pursuant to U.S.C. Section 

1001 that, 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 165(a), the jurisdictional predicate for this motion is 

its inter-relationship to the Petition for an Extraordinary Writ previously filed with 

this Court on March 5, 2019, that sought and requested mandamus relief 
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together with an immediate stay at that time and date. The scheduled March 6, 

2019 docketing of a strike order and default, unfortunately was entered, in spite 

of this timely submission (see attached stamped and dated U.S. Supreme Court 

documents). 

This Court's Rule 20(1), provides... "that exceptional circumstances warrant 

the exercise of this Court's discretionary powers, and that adequate relief cannot 

be obtained in any other form of from any other Court." 

Rule 20(2) further states that... "all contentions in support of the petition 

for an Extraordinary Writ shall be included in the petition." See attached copy 

from the Second Circuit, indicating that this default was subsequently entered 

with a stamped mandate, dated March 7, despite the timely filing for a stay that 

was included in the Writ, served on this Court on March 5. In what appears to 

have been an unfortunate oversight of this prong of relief that was sought, was 

timely submitted, and presented to this Court, (see attached stamped copy 

and Conclusion/Order together within the appendix section of this currently 

pending Writ), indicative of the need for this application, which now must be 

reconciled with the March 7, 2019 entry error. Additionally, see attached Court of 

Appeals 2d Circuit od service of this motion via E.C.F. on March 4, 2019 as part of 

the additional effort that timely sought this relief and stay). 

In as much as the underlying default resulted from the Appellant's inability 

to file a completed Appellate Brief (See attached motions submitted on January 

17, 2019 and then again, on January 23, 2019, containing the proposed Appellate 

Brief that was attached as an exhibit in support, and the January 29, 2019 
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decision appears to have entirely failed to recognize the problem, which is 

essentially a denial, of the motion(s). Again, on February 1, 2019 the petitioner 

sought this relief in a motion to reconsider, which again was rebuffed by Hon. 

Ralph Winter on February 13, 2019 failing to grant the necessary relief to upload 

its E.C.F. System, so that the Brief could be properly filed by February 19, 2019. 

This Petitioner has now been forced to undertake this remarkable avenue for 

necessary relief in the interest of justice. 

Respectfully, this matter has, entirely been the Second Circuit's failure, or 

refusal to provide an appropriate review and remedial directives to its 

administrative personnel and clerks, including an order to properly upload its 

E.C.F. System with the April 9, 2018 submission(s), designated by the underlying 

Court's Docket Sheet by the submission(s) on that date, as. Document "1" "2" 

and "3". 

The continued failure and refusal of the Second Circuit to upload these 

necessary parts of the record, resulted in the lack of capacity of this Petitioner, to 

file a joint appendix, or otherwise furnish the Second Circuit's case manager 

"Jason" with the ability to accept the filing for the Second Circuit's consideration 

or review of the attached Brief on its substantive merits. 

This appellant timely moved the Second Circuit in January for this, and 

other specified needed relief. The decision(s) decided January 29, 2019 by Judge 

Ralph Winter, without appropriate directions to remediate the problem and 

existing glitch in the Court's record, failed to utilize, provide or contain the explicit 

language sufficient to order or direct it's subordinate court personnel to upload 
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the relevant Documents, into to E.C.F. System, upon which the District Court's 

June 25, 2018 "sua sponte" dismissal was entirely based. This failure has now 

resulted in the unfair dismissal of the petitioner's appeal, that requires a reversal 

of the Second Circuit's March 7, 2019 dismissal of the appeal with mandate, 

together with a reinstatement of the appeal together with requisite directives. 

This Court, should take further notice that each of these motions were 

submitted and supported with the attached proposed brief that had already been 

drafted demonstrating that Judge Colleen McMahon "sua sponte" dismissal dated 

June 25, 2018 was a complete error, and demonstrated that the District Court 

obviously failed to adequately read and understand the significant and material 

matter(s) before it. 

This included the District Court's prejudicial review and misunderstanding 

of the terminology in the underlying record of "a certain parcel," that actually 

referred to a tract of abandoned property from a 1997 adverse possession claim, 

rather than the issue(s), that were pending before the Court. The term pertained 

to the underlying history, and was not submitted for the purpose of obtaining a 

judicial review or appellate type determination, on the adverse possession claim, 

but instead to gain bearing on this complex factual history. 

The District Court further failed to comprehend that the matter presented 

in the April 9, 2018 Petition, instead was ultimately seeking a title determination 

at !east in part, on a second tract of real estate, that was part of the decedent's 

property title deed and curtilage rights. The District Court completely failed to 

comprehend that at the time of its "sua sponte" dismissal, this matter pertaining 
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to the curtilage and- titled premises, had never been reviewed, and there was no 

adjudication on this relevant property tract, or any legitimate reason to apply the 

"Rooker-Feldman"' Doctrine." 

The failure of the District Court to comprehend that the survey maps, and 

metes and bounds involved and related to this completely separate and distinct 

parcel of land, certainly should have been a signal at the time of its review, that 

this was not part of the abandoned premises, that was the subject of the earlier 

1997 adverse possession claim. 

The District Court's failure to immediately assign a court evaluator, or other 

personnel, and to schedule a timely preliminary conference, or to notify the 

petitioner that it decided to undertake this draconian summary review, was 

clearly a crucial due process error. The District Court's mistake could have been 

readily rectified, and easily rebutted, had the petitioner been provided the 

opportunity to participate in this part of the process, and submit papers that 

would easily explain or rebut Judge McMahon's erroneous presumption. 

The lower court(s) at every juncture appears to have blocked and 

preempted any genuine review on the substantive merits. This, and the other 

matters raised in the petition were not at all "frivolous," and this petitioner 

should have prevailed on the underlying case based on both facts and law, but for 

what appears to be the repressive unconstitutional efforts of the lower court(s), 

to squelch basic fundamental constitutional rights and principles set forth much 

more completely in the attached supporting documents. 

The underlying "error" failing to provide a federal monitor or such other 
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appropriate relief, as to provide any opportunity to be heard, or to properly 

review this matter is a full, fair and complete judicial context, forum or format. 

The petitioner's attempt that sought a review and oversight was completely 

warranted in light of the history of abuses described in the April 9, 2018 

submission; required appropriate pre-action relief prior to serving pleadings, and 

the dismissal and continued efforts to obstruct justice, describes a complete 

abuse of power. The District Court failure to "appoint" or designate such a 

monitor, trustee, or Special Master, so that any ex-parte implications could be 

avoided and that these matters could be completely scoped out in a timely 

manner, is likewise a significant part of the District Court's underlying "error." 

The Second Circuit Court recognized this procedural problem initially, at 

the time the Notice of Appeal was filed last August, by appointing the U.S. 

Attorney for S.D.N.Y. But, in as much as there has been no meaningful contact, 

the appellant must believe that this was little more than a nominal appointment. 

There has been no objection by the U.S. Attorney, with respect to the 

proposed appendix, which has been served and presented to it in the proposed 

Appellate Brief, and which was submitted as a supporting exhibit in the 

underlying motion practice. This was a demonstration that the failure to submit 

the Appellate Brief on the scheduled dates, was not the fault of this undersigned 

movant. Instead, this is indicative of a matter and condition well beyond this 

Petitioner's control. 

Respectfully, this Court should be mindful of the recent C-Span interview 

between Second Circuit Chief Judge Robert Katzman and Associate Justice Sonia 
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Sotomayor, expressing or describing what appears to be at the very least, some 

reflection of how an ordinarily prudent S.D.N.Y; District Court Judge, should 

proceed in her duties. Indicating at the very minimum, that a reasonably prudent 

District Court Judge should have had some form of contact, (even if indirect) and 

communication with the litigant to adequately comprehend the matters before it, 

and to further understand what the end goal of the party to the litigation is, or 

needs to be. 

Petitioner practiced Law in Bronx County for more than ten years, and 

perceives this C-Span interview, to have been a reasonable expectation of 

jurisprudence of any judge. The failure of Judge McMahon, to contact this 

petitioner prior to her undertaking and deciding the June 25, 2018 "sua sponte 

dismissal", was such a remarkable error, that completely ignored the most basic 

Constitutional notions of fairness, is now compounded by the additional Second 

Circuit error preempting the filing of the brief, so that the error can be reversed. 

These matters are completely unrecognizable as any part of American 

jurisprudence, containing obvious notions of fair notice and due process. This 

matter(s) must be deemed as suspect, together with the Second Circuit's failures 

to remediate the multiple underlying errors that appear to be compounding. 

These errors and failures appear to be part of the same continued effort 

and nefarious pattern of government officials in New York to obstruct and 

frustrate a genuine review of the underlying matters, and ultimately to obstruct 

justice, with a full, fair and complete review. 

Attached, please find a copy of a letter from former U.S. Congressman 
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Anthony Wiener, dated 1999, that was submitted as part of the correspondence, 

demonstrating an effort to exhaust all administrative remedies. This letter, was 

one of the 260 pages from the April 9, 2018 petition, that this Court refused to 

upload into its E.C.F. System. The petitioner believes that he is one of the many 

scoundrels who pervaded New York State, City and Queens County government, 

to such an extent, that the underlying scheme persisted from that time to the 

present, in what must questionably be an appearance of continued concealment 

or omission of duties: 

Petitioner believes Mr. Wiener stood at or near the periphery and 

pinnacle of New York's political power and influence, that included a seat on the 

U.S. Congressional Judiciary Committee, as well as at the vortex of Queens County 

political contributors and it's "dark money." It is a factor as to why he, and a 

significant number of other New York officials failed to undertake any meaningful 

or additional affirmative measures to assist their afflicted constituents in the 

underlying "beer-garden" scheme. 

Likewise, the underlying filing on April 9, 2018 contained a roadmap of the 

many other officials who knew or should have known of the conspiracy to violate 

and deprive constituent civil rights, and who did nothing, all in furtherance of 

their own career ambitions and political support and funding, and raises the 

question as to whether the failure to upload these documents into the E.C.F. 

System, and thereby permit the petitioner to proceed is part of this inter-

relationship- 

This Court should also be mindful that the April 9, 2018 filing, contained an 
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application seeking protective relief that included what appears to be a profound 

reason and need for an expansion of Heller-McDonald and Second Amendment 

Law and jurisprudence, that should include, an alternate access to firearms and 

licensing, through prescriptive remedies that should utilize a Special Masters list, 

separate and apart from what appears to be New York's ubiquitous pervading 

graft and systemic corruption, that includes licensing and permits. This was the 
2 

essence of the underlying filing that the Second Circuit refuses to upload, or allow 

the petitioner to advance, as a necessary litigation component, toward settlement 

of these matters. 

This Petitioner cited the Second Circuit Court's February 23, 2018 decision 

by Judge Lynch in "New York State Rifle and Pistol Assoc. v. New York State and 

N.Y.P.D. Firearms Licensing Division," that describes New York's current policies as 

error and inconsistent with the U.S. Constitution, and further advocated the need 

to recognize the need for a necessary federal remedy with prescriptive measures 

and relief, including the development of a "constitutional carry provision." 

Additionally, the petitioner asserts that New York's current subjective "may issue" 

standard needs to adapt an objective "shall issue" standard, to get beyond its 

long history of corruption and abuse, especially with licensing and permits. This 

petitioner has hoped for an opportunity to expand and enlarge this application, 

which could not be developed as a result of the premature dismissal and now 

what appears to be additional dubious procedure in the failure to upload the file. 

This Court should be mindful of the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee hearing 

conducted on March 26, 2019 on the issue of "mental health and gun legislation." 
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Several prominent national experts provided testimony that included Denver 

University Law Professor Dave Kopel, asserting that his previous efforts to work 

on the creation of a National Model with the Uniform Law Commission, was shut 

down by anti-gun advocates and special interest "Giffords" Organization, in 

November 2018, as it sought to curtail and block any expansion of positions 

beyond their own "viewpoint". 

Amanda Wilcox, as chairperson to California's Brady Campaign Legislation, 

and mother of a fatal gun-shot victim, described judges simply not ready to deal 

with issues presented. Ric Bradshaw as palm beach county sheriff described 

innovative tools and expertise in dealing with extreme risk, protective measures, 

and civil remedies that can be undertaken through easily preventable pattern of 

continued government failures to provide the citizenry with a high level of safety 

and security, that this petitioner envisioned at the time of his April 9, 2018 

submission to the District Court, that sought protective measures from bar room 

thugs and political clubhouse "operatives." 

Judge McMahon completely ignored this Second Amendment prong of the 

application for relief that was sought. Rather than refer it to a Court of 

appropriate jurisdiction, if she was not capable of fairly reviewing the matter(s) 

this failure may be indicative of prejudice, bias or some attempt to advance or 

maintain a policy preference or agenda. Likewise, to the Second.Circuit has been 

incapable of ordering an upload of the underlying file, then this too appears to 

raise questions as to an abuse of power, or misuse of discretion. 

In as much as N.Y.S.R & P was appealed and granted certiorari before the 
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U.S. Supreme Court on January 22, 2019 then it is incumbent on this Court to now 

refer this prong of the Petitioner's underlying submission, together with the 

pending Extraordinary Writ, submitted to the U.S. Supreme Court on March 5, 

2019 for its immediate review, and thereafter, provide necessary remedial 

directions and measures. 

Accordingly, the Court needs to immediately stay any and all proceedings 

resulting from the oversight and the docketing and entry dated March 7, 2019 of 

the default and dismissal order with resulting "mandate," and further grant any 

other relief deemed appropriate. 

There has been no other application for the relief requested with made 

before this or any other court, other than that described above. 

Accordingly, and in the interest of justice, this motion should be granted in 

its entirety. 

March 29, 2019 

ALAN GIORDANI 
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;s 'E.C.F. System Committee ChairmanofQiAeens County, has stacked 
aecessary;mate- the bench with his "nothinees," and, also in a nepotistic 
at refused to r- TS manner, with his,cousins"r who have been provided with 
her required for I  goveinment jobs" inside the Queens County court- 
i1uine review as house's pati onage system 
6d to' ignore the 

In the piocess of seeing something, and saying 
something, petitioner ould be a "judas goat" not to 

laneously cited raise objection to this 'service,' that smells of servi- 
?cause the peti- tude. As a mat1é1 f consciéñce, Nèr York State needs 
respect to beihg to be compelled to show cause why thi jury service 
byjui which is 

I 
should be imposed upon the petitioner that compels 

)rkStateofthis the participation in dubious and questionable judicial 
)een4gnoredby - processes. This Supreme-Court should also•evluate 
nand to the Ths- whether in raising this issue, New York?s  Federal 
•ew York why it Court has in solidarity, engaged u in an nderlying un- 
ulsion, which is j constitutional exercise at :the petitioner's expense and 
ble to the peti- A,  detriment 
power *oii1dbe 

 

stAiñndmënt, 

CONCLUSION/PROPOSED ORDER 
d by the District ACCORDINGLY, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED 
in the most cur- I THAT: 
ig 'Ereconsidera  
dApri1 9, 2018, rllhC Second Circuit and its clerks are immediately 
en 'Prong, those stayed from th docketing of its Fehrua 20, 2019 
ial reforms pre- stuke ordei, and default, and dii ected to 'imediátely 
)rk State Chief -, reinstate this appeal, so that this Supre oiit éa 
.i lapsea, since Kai 

undèrtâke and conduct a full, faii t "review, 

'd Further, that in these matter(s), mcludmg further, that appiopriate 
ed thO late Tom directions be provided so that the Southein District 
crätic National -4 - - 
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of New York, and itsintàk'èlerki!are ordered to com-
mence-  and,_ co mplete uploading~-into— ---Electronicits 

Court Filing System (E.O.F.') those materials and: doc-
uments, andproperly docketitems enumerated as 
"2" and "3", filed on April 9,2018; bytthe petitioner, and 
captioned as Re: ALAN GIORDANI; and further that 
this Court will determine the underlying merits, to the 
extent that they require further remand, review or di-
rections anI instruction to the Second Circuit, or the 
Di*strict Court 

iFurthermore;.; this!  Coui rti remands to the' District 
Court (SD.N.Y) directinga framed issue' hearing, as 
to Whether. the State of New. York can ShOw' Cause as 
to why this jury ervice: shOuld be cómpèlled, of is 
constitutionally warranted, and further; Granting. a 
writ:, of. certiorari, permitting Pro ; Se Appellant Alan 
Giordani, previously admitted Pro Hac Vice by order, 
dated November 2, 2018 to the Second Circuit, and in 
furtherance direct this. applicant to draft, submit and 
argue before thisCouij,.inan.enlarged brief; and make 
deteri'irnations as to this Court's heed to provide in-
s rudtibnl and dirction with respect to those issues 
pertarnmg to, this Court's Heller-McDonald determi-
nations and decision As"to whothei a federal national 
licensing provision, should be recognized in the Consti-
tution, and further that this Court will appoint or des- 

....... 
 

ignate a Special Master or. Magistrate, to maintain 
oversight of this litigtion upon its remand, together a  

with all other 
and fair. 

Dated: March 



rdered to corn-
its Electronic 
erials and doe-
meratèdas "1" 
,Petitioner,.  and 
id further that 

merits, to the 
jew or di-

Circuit, or the 

to the District 
ue hearing, as 
hOwCause tas 
mpeiled, or is 
r; Granting a 
Lppeliant Alan 
Vice by order, 
Circuit, and in 
.ft, submit and 
irief, and make 
to provide in"
o thbé issues 
)nald determi-
deral.national 
I in the Consti-
ippqint or des-
, to maintain 

'and,, together  

with all other relief this Cdüftdéerns fair, appropriate 
and fair. 

Dated: March 5, 2019 

Respectfully submitted, 
JAN GIQRDANI, Pro Se 
Admitted Pro Hac Vice 
82-14 60t1i  Road 
Middle Village, New York 11379 
(718) 898-7077 
alangiordani@gmail.com  



App. 1 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE SECOND 'CIRCUIT 

£ I -  

At a Stated Term of the United States Court of,Ap-
peals for the Second Circuit, held at the Thurgood Mar-
shall United States Courthouse, 4Q oey Square, 
the City çf New York, Qfl the 5th day of ,March, two 
thousand and nineteen. 

Alan Giordam, individually 
and as Prbp65ed Executor for 
the Estate of Nany Giprdaiii, 

NOTICE OF MOTION Petitioner-Appellant 
TO STAYA-: 

V. 
. REINSTATE 

United. States District Court Doëket NO. 18-2546 for the Southern District of 
New York, 

•1 
Respoi'ideñt-Appellee. 

Appellant Alan Giordam duly swears and deposes 
pursuant to U.S.C. Section 1001 that, 

This motion is sibmitted requesting this Court to 
immediately stay the docketrng of its 5tr4e order and 
default, resulting from the Appellant's non-'omphance 

17 7 to file an appeal brief by February 1, 2019 ad f3thr 
reinstate the appeal, together with gran.fifik leay.e to 
file an extraordinaiy writ with t psifr 
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Court, td fiT tWThoher.relief this Court deems failure to c just and appropriate at thjs.time. . and bound 
of land, an In as much as the appellant's non-compliance to 
tition were timely file the brief in this matter by February 19, 2019 : 
should hai appears to be entirely this Court's refusal to provide 
merits appropriate directiv es to its administrative personnel 

and clerks, to properly upload its E.C.F. System with This " the April 9, 2018 submissions, that the Docket Sheet eral monit designates as Document "1" "2" and "3", then this fail- be properl3 ure resulted in the lack of capacity to file ajoint appen- not ex-part dix, or otherwise furnish this Court's case manager initially at "Jason" the ability to accept the filing for this Court's August, by review on the merits This appellant made two motions as much as in Jaivary for this specific and much needed relief, appellant n that were decided January 29, 2019 by Judge Ralph nominal al Winter;. with two orders that failed to contain the ex- made with: plicit. language sufficient to order or direct this upload been prese of the Documents upon which. the June 25, 2018 dis- .portingexF missal was entirely based. Additionally, this matter that the fai was thereafter submitted to this Court on February 1, dersigned r 2019 in a Motion to "reconsider," and by order dated beyond his February 13, 2019 again denied the. necessary relief, 
Res ec p that would have enabled this appellant to timely file : 

.. . C-Span m 
 b his brief. 

Robert Kat2 This Court, should take further notice that each of ing what a these motions were submitted and supported with a an ordinari prdposed brief that demonstrated that Judge Colleen proceed in McMahon dismissal was a complete error and demon- should inch strated the District Court's obvious failure to read and to understa understand that the matters before her, at that time ;,. needs to be. had not previously been adjudicated, and that her for more th 
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urt deems 

pliance to 
y19,2019 
o provide 
personnel 
stern with 
:kët Sheet 
i this fail-
it appen- 
manager 

;i rs 
'o motions 

relief, 
Ige Ralph 
in the ex-
us upload 
2018 dis-
is matter 
bruary 1, 
der dated 
ary relief, 
;imely file 

at each of 
ad with a 
e Cólleen 
A dernoi-
read and 

that time 
that her 

failure to comprehend that:the survey maps, and metes 
and bounds involved two séparaté 'and distinct parcels 
of land, and that this and the other matters in the pe-
tition wer.e not' at all "frivolous,' and that--the appellant 
should have prevailed on .the und erlyi.ng ubsta•ntive 
merits. 

This "error" included the failure to provid'é a fed-
eral monitor or other relief, so that this mattei could 
be properly reviewed in a propei judicial cortext, and 
not ex-parte The Second Circu'it Coãrt iecognized this 
initially at the time the Notice of Appeal wa filed la'st 
August, by appointinghU S Attoney for S D 1<1  Y In 
as much a theie has been no meaningful contact, th 
appellant must believe that this was little more than a 
nominal appointment There  has been no objection 
made with respect to the Proposed appndix which has 
been presented in thbriéf, and siibifittd I a sup- 
porting .exhibit ih the. rnoti6n practidei denonsttating 
that the failure'to submitwas not the fault of thisun-
dersigned movant, but instead indicative of a matter 
beyond his control.!.  . . - 

Respectfully, this Co*t should be mindful of the 
C-Span interview earlier this month between Judge 
Robert Katzman and Justice Sonia'S'0tomayoi, describ-
ing what appears to be a' tz least same reflection of how 
an ordinarily prudent S.DRY. 

......., 

proceed in her diilies, which .at.'-th iiiiiiiñi 
-, - ... ..• •' • •'.rr .44.1 i •'Ij 

should include some àornnicàtiithJthe:.litigant 
•. TO  0.10go.- to  understand what theend goal of the.y isr 

. ..... ...___.;_. ....... ---- 

needs to be. PetitiOner practiced Law. Bronuiu 
-. •r fl. for more than ten years, and perëeives thi•o1hae 



been a reasonable.expression..of jurisprudence- of-all-  of the judges before who this petitioner appeared. This does not necessarily hold true in Queens County, and in this t iiilies and irregularities ex- ist, then the result must be deemed as suspect. The failure of Judge McMahon, to contact this petitioner prior to undertaking and deciding her June 25, 2018 "sua sponte dismissal", was such a remarkable error, that completely ignored the most basic Constitutional notions of fair notice and due process, that this matter too, must be construed as suspect Had she made con-tact, or alternatively assigned a U.S.Attorney, or other party to do so, then her obvious misunderstanding would have readily been clarified This failure appears to be part of the same continued effort of government officials in New York to obstruct and frustrate the un-
derlying matter and pervert justice. 

Attached, please find a. copy of a letter from former U.S. Congressman Anthony Wiener, dated 1999, that was submitted as part of the correspondence, demon-strating an effort to exhaust all administrative reme-
dies. This letter, was one of the 260 pages from the April 9, 2018 petition, that the Court refused to upload into its E.C.F. System The petitioner believes that he is one of the many scoundrels who pervaded New York State, City and Queens County government, to such an extent, that the underlying scheme persisted from that time to the present, in what must questionably be an appearance of continued concealment or omission of duties Petitioner believes Mr Wiener stood at or near the periphery of political power and influence, that 
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ce of all of included ,a seat on-thë US; ongrésjoiIai Judiciary 
ared. This COmthitteë,-as:weli as. tthe :.vrtexrf Qiieens,,County 
)unty, arid .political :cohtr ütôi nddakthbiieyand wJiichis 
arities ex- the motive why hefailed to take any additional affirm- 
;pect. The ative inasthes ;ásist :his. :afflice'd dffstituents. 
petitioner Likewise, the underlying filing contains a roadmap of 
25 2018 i  the many other offiëiäls .who knew and should have 

ible error, known of the coispifay to violateand deprive constit- 
,titutional uent civil rght, and who did nothii.g, m furtherance 

matter us ns of their own career aibiti6  
made con- - 
• 

. . This. Qr houldaiso.Lb.emafldfuLth,at the:April - y, or er . 

. 9; 2018 filing, coiltained ai aplicatióh seekingprotê- 
tive.rëliefthat;nciudèdwhat -appears . to be a rofouñd e appe4rs
need. for an expañsion ofHeiler-McDonald and Second vernment . ArnendmentLaw. m and, an te the un- 

. . alternate access to firearms and licensing;  that this Pe- 
4 .tition.eitru1ybelieves i's pt  of New York'subiquitous 

m former pervading graft and systemic corruption, that is the es- 
999, that sence of tlns entire litigation 
e, demon- S 

. This Petitioner cited this Courts February .23, ;ive rerne- 
2018 .decisidn by Judge Lynch in ;"New Yóik State Rifle omte 

 

• and Pistol Assoc. v. NewYork State and N.Y.RD..Fire- 1 d 0 upload  
• 

that he s . arms Licensing Division," that describes New York's 
New York 

I current policies as error an m d ,consistent with the i 
. 

. 
-. 

;o such an . 

Constitution, U.S. and further advocated. tne need to 
.. . . ....... recognize the need for a necessary federal... remedy 

and -prescriptive relief including and iiitiifQrm of a •bly be an . ,. . ........ 

. .constitutiona1ca.pr.sion. Additionally, the peb- iii 9 f 
it or near . tioneras.sr.tsthatMewLorkscurrent.si.thjective4xnáy. 

- 

that 
71 

. th issue,,  standard needs to adapt a objective shall issne nce, 
. 

. . m --' 1fr 41't standard. Judge McMahon completely ignored thjs 



-prong of the application for relief that; was-sought. Ra-
ther than refer it to a Court of appropriate jurisdiction, 
this failure may be indicative of prejudice, bias or some 
attempt to advance or maintain apolicy preference or 
agenda. This failure appears to have been an abuse of 
power,  or misuse Of discretion. 

In as much as N Y S R & P was appealed and 
granted certiorari before the U.S. Supreme Court on 
January 22, 2019 then it is incumbent on this Court to 
now refer this prong of the PetitiOner's underlying sub-
mission, together with this extraordinary writ, to the 
V.S. Supreme Court for its immediate review, and 
thereafter,, await for its remediàL directions. Accord-
ingly, the Court needs to immediately stay the docket-
ing.of the default and dismissal orderi  and further refer 
the extraordinary .writ accordingly. 

There has been no other application for the relief 
requested within made before this or any other court, 
other than that described above, aside from  m6tion 
submitted electronically to the Second Circuit on Feb-
ruary 27, 2019 to stay the docketing of the default in 
the event the COurt is delayed with this review. 

Accordingly, and in the interest of justice, this mo-
tion should be granted in its entirety. 
March 5, 2019 

I 
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Congress of the United::States 
House of Representatives 

Wash ington,'DC 20515; 

A[lThONYD;WEINEfV COMMITTEE: 
NEW YORK 

• ' . .. DICIARY o 501€ANONBT'IG 
WASIflNGTON,DC 20515 

(202) 225-68.16 
FRESHMAN WHIP 

o DISTRICT OFFICES: 
1201 E MONS AVE., 

stmrE2i2' 
BROOKLYN, NY 11235 

(718) 332-8001 
o 116-21 QUEENS,BLVD., 

RM 200 
FOREST HILLS, NY 11245 

o 90-15RocKAwAY 
BEACH BLVD. 

ROCKAWAY EACH, NY 
11883 

May 4, 1999 
James Leonard 
Commissioner 
Department of Buildings 
126-06 Queens Boulevard 
Forest Hills, NYfl4.5_-.. 
Dear Commissioner Leonard: ....... 

I have been contacted by my constitnnth 'yitITTè' 
gard to extension work at a pub located at 82-11 Eliot 
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Avenue, between 82nd. Street- and- 83rd- Street, in 
Queens, in my,  district, that allegedly,  has been found 
to be in violation of building cOdes; 

According to. my constituents, the owner of this 
property has already been issued violations by the De-
partmeht: of Buildings, but the extension has yet to be 
dismantled. 

Please investigate this matter thoroughly and in-
form me of your findings so that I may notify my con-
stituents. 

Thank you in advance for your prompt attention 
and reply to this important matter. 

Sincerely 
Is! Anthony D. Weiner 

ANTHONY.]). WEINER 
Member of Congress 

ADW:jh 

cc: Allan [sic] Giordani 
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From: cëf)ca2:uscours.gov 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29,20193:34 PM To: alangiordani@gmail.com  1.
Slibjéët: i8-2546 In ± ariGiôrdäñi 'MotidhOrder 

EV4eying to stay" V  
NOTE:TOV PUBLIC. tACCESS USERS Judi-cial Conference of the United 84tates policy per-mits attoñieys of recordand parties in a case (incudjIigp1o. se. 1itigants t ireqp4ye qLie, free 

49çit. flled eleqtr m-
equired,by1ardirected Jy the filer 4!ACER-access feesapply to tIeius- ers. TO avoid later charges, d 'load a copy of each document duringthis first viewing. 

Court of Appeals; 2nd Ciróüit V 

Notice of Docket Activity 
The following transaction was filed on 01/29/2019 V;V V

• • V'V All . V  Case Na. the: fnre: Alan Gidrd'ani 
- : V V 

V 

Vc wiber 
 -46 

V 
V 

DQcument(s):, .Docuthent(s) . 

DcketTe.t:?  

MT-IONOIDER, denyg.:motiontd VstayVthé  briefing sëhedüle T85F -fiIêdby -Aipe1Iant V Aláff iordañi ' by RIW.FiLED..[2484655][89] [V18..2546] 

Notice W[li 
Mr. Alan Vincent Giordani, -: alangiordani@gmail.com, pchelpme@optjmumnet 

V 
V 

VV:V.V.  

V 
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Notice will be stored in the notice cart for 
Quality Control I 

The following document(s) are associated with this transaction: 
Document Description: Motion Order FILED Original Filename 18-2546 ord pdf 
Electronic Document Stamp 
[STAMP acecfStampjD= 1161632333 
[Date-01/29120 191 [FileNum1Jer=-2484655-0] [7340be-aa1e1e95 edd108df9f4135b4edd0ac0 ac5fb00379fb43 7 348e564c22c9035f02385fb3869c77ab7c50666e4bd8e3 If26aaa4c5ë786f8I8168525731978]] 

From: cmeci@ca2.uscourts.gov  
Sent: Tuesday, January. 29, 2019 3:39 PM 
To: alangiordani@gmail.cOm  
Subject: 18-2546 In re: Alan Giordani "Order FILED" 

***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS, USERS***  Judi- cial Conference or the United States policy 'per  nuts 'attorneys of record and parties 'in a case (Including pro se litigants) to receive One free electronic copy of all documents filed electroni-cally, if receipt is required by law or,  directed by the fflèr PACER access, feesáppl  -to  -all other us-ers. To avoid lätér charges; download a copy of each document ' during., this, .st viewing. 

r 
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Court of Apels, 2nd Circuit  

Notice f Docket Activity 
rolloMg transaction .was filed on 01129/2019 
use-,*, , ame In re Alan Giordani 

'CNumb 182546 
f 

ckT 
- 

4 

4 
... .1*. 4.......... . ......, :.. ORDER,dated 01/29/20i9, dismissing appeal lsic] 4 . 

...... -r- •'•.. ....&. by 02/19/2019 unless ppelIantA1a Gioilni spbrnits 
- . a bñèf an appendii, FILED j,2 [18-2546] 

Notice will be eleetroñically nailed to 
Mr Alan Vincent Giordani, - alangiordarn@gmail corn, pchelprne@optimm iiet 

.4 The follpwmg document(s) are associated with this trans-actidn 
Document Description Default _Dis_BneffDue_  Pro  _ SeAPET 
Original Filename:-  

248467 1'  DefaultDis_Brief_Due_Pro_Se..APET_347 pdf Electronic Document Stamp 
{STAMP äcëcfStañp.LIJ3!F1'61632333 [Dat0 V29/019J file be=248467i-0} p  

z.a1( 
M5 8445a4706OM' -469' 

9472842a5617740b276b9i2fe24eI325]]  Recipients:  

° Mr Alan Vincent Giordani - 
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Electro 
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4e2d6 id 

From: c: 
Sent:.W 
To: alan, 
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fault FIT 
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From: cnéausopts.gQv 
Sent: Wednesday, February 13,2019 3:03 PM 
TO: alangiOrdath@gmail.com  
Subject' -18-2546 I-n :teA1afl,:Giordani "MotiOn Order 
FILED denying to reconsider" 

*NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS***  Judi-
cial Conference of the United States policy per-
mits attorneys of record and parties in a case 
(including pro se litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents ified electroni-
cally, if receipt is required by law or directed by 
the ifier PACER access fees apply to all other us-
ers. To AVoii ätèr éhargés, dó'wilöäd a copy of 
each document -during this first .viewing. 

Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit 
Notice of Pocket Activity 

The following transaction was filed on 02/13/2019 

Câsë Name: In teAlanGiordani 

Case Number: 18-2546 
Document(s) Document(s) 
Docket Text: 
MOTION ORDER, .4enying motion to. reconsider the 
01/29/2O19 order[92] filed by Appellant Alan Gitrdani, 
by [249617] [96] [18.254] 

Notice will be electromcally mailed to 

Mr. Alan Vincent Giordani, -: alangiordani@gmail.com, 
pchelpme@optimum.net  
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Notice will be stored-in the notice:-cart for: 
Quality Cónfrol 1 
Thefo1lOiflg:docunieht(s) are associated with'this trans- action: 

.. . . 

l...m......c . - .. Document. Description: Motion Order FILED Original Filename' :'18  -2546 den recon ord.pdf Electronic Document- Stamp: . EALPapcjp...11h16l.632333 [Datezz02l13/2019] [FileNumbe'r=2496 10 7-01 
[4e43ee9dc5a030675dab63ea7e4a7ceaab6223fbdff870cce 5d16e3404034?c.d8d8dd6d8c8cc5b57ecab9440bb 4e2d61d2f41d004050e4bfaed7890abaj} •. 

From: cmecf@ca2.uscourts.g6v 
. Sent:Wdnesday,February'20;20I9?.11:4i AM Tof alangiordani@gmail.com 

. Subject 18-2546 In re Alan Giordãm "Schedule De- fault FILED" - - --- -. .. . - ... 

***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS***  Judi-cial Conferenée of the United States policy per mits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se litigants) to receive one free electroniè copy of all dOcuments flied électroni-cally, if receipt is required by law Or directed by the filer. PACER access fees apply to all other us-ers. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each document durizghis..flrst viewing-- 
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Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit 
Notice of Docket Activity 

The following transaction- was filed on 02/20/2019 

Case Name: In re: Alan Giordani 
Case Number: 18-2546 

Docket Text: 
ORDER, 190] appeal dismissed for Appellant Alan 
Giordani failure to file brief and appendix, EFFEC-
TIVE. [2500532] [18-2546] 

Notice will be electronically mailed to: 

Mr. Alan Vincent Giordani,-: alangiordani@gmail.com, 
pchelpme@optimum.net  

Notice will be stored in the notice cart for: 
Quality Control 1 
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NvYqrk Times.(L957-Currentfil&;1Sep. 7., 1912 
•8 POLICE rHqbICTEDM ADDICT ARRETS 

¶2019 
. 

., •L- - - Accused of Stealing 1O,006 From 
F Suspects Bronx During Last 2 /2 Years in 

'• t: -- ,;. . 
- 

ant Alan B DAVID BURNBAM 
EFFEC- 

. . -• Threedetectives and five patrolmen have been in- 
while .(aIung 

narcotics arrests in the last two and a half years Dis- 
mail corn, trict Attorney Burton B Roberts of the Bronx an- 

nounced yesterday. 

or: 
4 The inyestigationiding to the ii diáterii'of the 

eight men on a variety of robbery, grand larceny, con-
spiracy and official nfiscoridiia chaies was unusual 

- because it was sparked by information from a police 
undercover agent and completed with the assistance of 
a second policeman who agreed to cooperate after he 
reportedly had been caught sta1mg 

The men were accused of having stolen $10,000 
Mr. nv Roberts said at a news conference that the iesti- 
gation was continuing and that more indictments were 
expected. 

 

The importance of the case and th'e -ülth-
mques used to investigate it—in the eyes of thePohce 

- 

Department—were,-indicatedby, ;.theprerice t thè 
conference of Commissioner Patrick V. Murphy;Fust 
Deputy Commissioner William H T Smith, Deputy.  
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Commissioner William P. McCarthy, who is in charge 
of organized-crime control, and other,  police officials. 

In another unusual development in the case, 
Mr. Roberts asked Supreme Court Justice Joseph P. 
Sullivan. to release from jail two addicts who the pros-
ecutor said had pleaded guilty to possession of heroin 
and cocaine and had been sentenced to jail on the basis 
of untrue sworn statements by two of the eight indicted 
policemen. 

Mr. Roberts said his office had decided to make 
similar requests for the defendants in four other cases 
because of apparent police perjury and still was inves-
tigating 15 additional cases. 

The two prisoners were released yesterday, pend-
ing a final decision Sept. 14. Each has already served 
seven and a half months in jail. 

Mr. Roberts said that the investigation by his of-
fice and the Police Department, which resulted in the 
charges against the eight policemen, proved that inti-
mate cooperation existed between the two branches of 
law enforcement and their sincere desire "to rid the de-
partment of corruption." 

'We must eliminate the scourge of police corrup-
tion if we are to eliminate the scourge of crime that 
infects this city,?' he declared. 

Commissioner Murphy, sitting at the prosecutor's 
side in his Office in the State Supreme Court Building 
at 151 Grand Concourse in the Bronx, said he found it 

T T7 
. . 
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"troubling" that ioorruption appeared to ;continue de-
spite; the many ,efforts to prevent it 

V 

bdthissiônei' announced he was conducting ,-.-. _• .A' ................. .. .._.. - • 4j _j_ _ - VV V his own investigation to determine whether the corn- £2. ' manders ihvd1d had "lived up t3 their rspthithibili- 
V •.. 

j)V L-• . V V V. • If,the investigation found commander
V
s who had- V

•
3 f faild to pioperl supervise their men, he said, they 

could be removed from their commands, demoted or 
face Police liepartrnent charges. 

Questioned about the impact of the indictments on 
VV

•  police morale, Mr Murphy said "morale is strength-
ened as our integrity is strengthened" 

The investigation disclosed yesterday is the sec-
ond major inquiry on police corruption to, emerge here 
in the last few onths in hich ñheme iml'icated 
in criminal acts have been persuaded to collect evi-
deñcè against their colleagues. 

This investigative technique, pioneered here by 
the Knapp Commission, resulted in criminal or depart-
ment charges being brought five months a1.go  against 
37 policemen assigned 'to enforce gambling laws in 
Brooklyn. 

- 

The Bronx rnthctments were different in that the 
initial investigatióh, which beii ii ruary, was 
triggered by leads provided by a policeman-specifically 
assigned to narcotics enforcement in the Bronx to spot 
indications of corruption. 
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According to Mr. Roberts, the information of Edward 
Williams, as undercover policeman, led to the indict-
ment of three other policemen on charges of robbery 
and grand larceny for allegedly stealing $250 in cash 
while making a narcotics arrest on Feb. 11. 

From. the initial lead provided by the undercover 
policeman and the additional assistance of the "turned" 
detective, who Mt Roberts identified as Vincent O'Keefe, 
the investigators identified 11 instances where money—
anywhere from $47 to $4,000—was stolen from ad-
dicts. 

NOt all of the eight policemen were involved in 
each alleged theft but two groups of them were in-
dicted for conspiring to steal and share the funds taken 
from those they were arresting. 

The eight policemen pleaded not guilty at their ar-
raignment yesterday before Justice Sullivan and were 
paroled without bail pending a hearing Wednesday. 

The detectives indicted are John Reilly, 28 years 
old; James Connolly, 36, and Theodore Crews, 38. The 
patrolmen indicted are Robert Petro, 34; Patrick Kelly, 
28; Joseph DeRoss, 27; Barney Cohen, 37, and Lewis 
Orologio, 41. 

All have now been suspended from the depart-
ment pending final disposition of their cases. 
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Supreme Court lof i:eUfijd  States 
Office of the Clerk 

Washington, DC 20543-0001 
• Scott S. Harris 
• Clerk of the Court 

- - March 7, 2019 (2047930hi 

Mr.. •Girdi 
82-14 6OthRoai 
Middle Village; NY 11379 

Re: In Re Alan Girdani,.Petitioner  

No. 18-1164 
-. 

- 

Dear Mr Giordarn -_-- 

The petition for a writ of mandamus andlor prohibition in the above entitled 
case was lIled on March 5, 2019 and placed on the docket March 7, 2019 as No 18- 
1164. - - 

Foims are enclosed for notifying opposing counsel-that the case was docketed 

- - Sincerely, 

- - 

-. 
- Scott S. Harris, -Clerk 

• ----c- -- 

- 

- .C-lartonHiggiiU ' 

- • 
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N.Y.S.D. Case # 
I 8cv-31 12(CM) 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
for the 

SECOND CIRCUIT 

At a Stated Term of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, held at 
the Thurgood Marshall United States Courthouse, 40 Foley Square, in the City of New York, on 
the 291h  day of January, two thousand and nineteen, 

Alan Giordani, individually and as Proposed Executor 
for the Estate of Nancy Giordani, 

Plaintiff - Appellant, 

V. 

United States District Court for the Southern District, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 
Docket Number: 182546 

FC#: 

NY 
NT 
NICALLY FILED 

ED: Mar 07 2019 

A notice of appeal was filed on August 24, 2018. Appellant's brief and any required 
appendix, due January 22, 2019 has not been filed. The case is deemed in default. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the appeal is dismissed effective February 19, 2019 if the 
brief and any required appendix are not filed by that date. No extension of time to file will be 
granted. 

For The Court: 
Catherine O'Hagan Wolfe, 
Clerk of Court 

- ̂$Ecow~ 
CV 

A True Copy 
Catherine OHagan W rk 

United States CouA7,econdCircuit 

MANDATE ISSUED ON 03/07/2019 



ALAN GIORDANI 
Attorney at Law 
82-1460TH  Road 

Middle Village, New York 11379 

(718) 898-7077 

March 8, 2019 

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT 
One First Street, N.E. 
Washington D.C. 20543 
ATTN: Honorable Justices on a time sensitive Extraordinary Writ 

Re: Alan Giordani, Individually and as proposed executor of the Estate of Nancy 
Giordani v S.D.N.Y., Appeal pending Second Circuit 18-2546cv 

Dear Honorable Justices, 

Please take immediate notice that this matter, was served timely upon this 
Court on March 6, 2019, and included an application that sought immediate relief 
on that date, including a request to stay the docketing of a strike order and 

lof2 
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default, that was pending and scheduled for March 7, 2019. 

Unfortunately, this application, was printed inside the bound petition, and 
was not recognized as an urgent matter, during this Court's intake process. Nor, 
was the other remedial directions, required at the time, to remediate the 
underlying "error(s)," that were amply set out within the "extraordinary petition." 
This matter, and the other underlying relief requested was not timely conveyed to 
the Second Circuit, or it's docketing clerks, resulting in the docketing of the 
default order, which has now been stamped as a "mandate." (See attached E.C.F. 
communication of the formal strike order). 

Respectfully, I ask this Court "Nunc Pro Tunc" to undertake this review of 
the attached motion, and to stay, or reverse this default order, together with all 
other relief required in the interest of justice. 

Very truly yours, 

Alan Giordani, (Pro Se) 

alangiordani@gmail.com  

2 of 2 



UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT 

At a Stated Term of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circuit, held at the Thurgood Marshall United States Courthouse, 40 Foley Square, 
in the City of New York, on the 41H  day of March, two thousand and nineteen. 

Alan Giordani, individually and as Proposed 
Executor for the Estate of Nancy Giordani, 

Petitioner-Appellant NOTICE OF MOTION 

TO STAY AND REINSTATE 

V. Docket No. 18-2546 

United States District Court for the Southern 
District of New York, 

Respondent-Appellee. 

Appellant Alan Giordani duly swears and deposes pursuant to U.S.C. Section 

1001 that, 

This motion is submitted requesting this Court to immediately stay the 

docketing of its strike order and default resulting from the Appellant's non-

compliance to file an appeal brief by February 19, 2019 and further reinstate the 

appeal, together with granting leave to file an extraordinary writ with the U.S. 

Supreme Court, together with all other relief this Court deems just and 

appropriate at this time. 

In as much as the appellant's non-compliance to timely file the brief in this 
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matter by February 19, 2019 appears to be entirely this Court's refusal to provide 

appropriate directives to its administrative personnel and clerks, to properly 

upload its E.C.F. System with the April 9, 2018 submissions, that the Docket Sheet 

designates as Document "1" "2" and "3", then this failure resulted in the lack of 

capacity to file a joint appendix, or otherwise furnish this Court's case manager 

"Jason" the ability to accept the filing for this Court's review on the merits. 

This appellant made two motions in January for this specific and much needed 

relief, that were decided January 29, 2019 by Judge Ralph Winter, with two orders 

That failed to contain the explicit language sufficient to order or direct this upload 

of the Documents upon which the June 25, 2018 dismissal was entirely based. 

Additionally, this matter was thereafter submitted to this Court on February 1, 

2019 in a Motion to "reconsider," and by order dated February 13, 2019 again 

denied the necessary relief, that would have enabled this appellant to timely file 

his brief. 

This Court, should take further notice that each of these motions were 

submitted and supported with a proposed brief that demonstrated that Judge 

Colleen McMahon dismissal was a complete error and demonstrated the District 

Court's obvious failure to read and understand that the matters before her, at 

that time had not previously been adjudicated, and that her failure to 

comprehend that the survey maps, and metes and bounds involved.to  separate 

and distinct parcels of land, and that this and the other matters in the petition 

were not at all "frivolous," and that the appellant should have prevailed on the 

underlying substantive merits. 
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This "error" included the failure to provide a federal monitor or other relief, 

so that this matter could be properly reviewed in a proper judicial context, and 

not ex-parte. This Second Circuit Court recognized this initially at the time the 

Notice of Appeal was filed last August, by appointing the U.S. Attorney for 

S.D.N.Y. In as much as there hasbeen no meaningful contact, the appellant must 

believe that this was little more than a nominal appointment. There has been no 

objection made with respect to the proposed appendix which has been 

presented in the brief, and submitted as a supporting exhibit in the motion 

practice demonstrating that the failure to submit was not the fault of this 

undersigned movant, but instead indicative of a matter beyond his control. 

Respectfully, this Court should be mindful of the C-Span interview earlier 

this month between Judge Robert Katzman and Justice Sonia Sotomayor, 

describing what appears to be at least some reflection of how and ordinarily 

prudent S.D.N.Y. District Court should proceed in her duties, which at the very 

minimum should include some communication with the litigant to understand 

what the end goal of the party is or needs to be. Petitioner practiced Law in Bronx 

County for more than ten years, and perceives this to have been a reasonable 

expression of jurisprudence of all of the judges before who this petitioner 

appeared. This does not necessarily hold true in Queens County, and in this 

matter where anomalies and irregularities exist, then the result must be deemed 

as suspect. The failure of Judge McMahon, to contact this petitioner prior to 

undertaking and deciding her June 25, 2018 "sua sponte dismissal", was such a 

remarkable error, that completely ignored the most basic Constitutional notions 
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of fair notice and due process, that this matter too, must be construed as suspect. 

Had. she made contact, or alternatively assigned a U.S. Attorney, or other party to 

do so, then he obvious misunderstanding would have readily been clarified. This 

failure appears to be part of the same continued effort of government officials in 

New York to obstruct and frustrate the underlying matter and pervert justice. 

Attached, please find a copy of a letter from former U.S. Congressman 

Anthony Wiener, dated 1999, that was submitted as part of the correspondence, 

demonstrating an effort to exhaust all administrative remedies. This letter, was 

one of the 260 pages from the April 9, 2018 petition, that this Court refused to 

upload into its E.C.F. System. The petitioner believes that he is one of the many 

scoundrels who pervaded New York State, City and Queens County government, 

to such an extent, that the underlying scheme persisted from that time to the 

present, in what must questionably be an appearance of continued concealment 

or omission of duties. Petitioner believes Mr. Wiener stood at or near the 

periphery of political power and influence, that included a seat on the U.S. 

Congressional Judiciary Committee, as well as at the vortex of Queens County 

political contributors and "dark money," and which is the motive why he failed to 

take any additional affirmative measures to assist his afflicted constituents. 

Likewise, the underlying filing contains a road map of the many other officials who 

knew and should have known of the conspiracy to violate and deprive constituent 

civil rights, and who did nothing, in furtherance of their own career ambitions. 

This Court should also be mindful that the April 9, 2018 filing, contained an 

application seeking protective relief that included what appears to be a profound 
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need for an expansion of Heller-McDonald and Second Amendment Law and 

jurisprudence, that includes an alternate access to firearms and licensing, that this 

Petitioner truly believes is part of New York's ubiquitous pervading graft and 

systemic corruption, that is the essence of this entire litigation. 

This Petitioner cited this Court's February 23, 2018 decision by Judge Lynch 

in "New York State Rifle and Pistol Assoc. v. New York State and N.Y.P.D. Firearms 

Licensing Division," that describes New York's current policies as error and 

inconsistent with-the U.S. Constitution, and further advocated the need to 

recognize the need for a necessary federal remedy and prescriptive relief 

including and in the form of a constitutional carry provision. Additionally, the 

petitioner asserts that New York's current subjective "may issue" standard needs 

to adapt a objective "shall issue" standard. Judge McMahon completely ignored 

this prong of the application for relief that was sought. Rather than refer it to a 

Court of appropriate jurisdiction, this failure may be indicative of prejudice, bias 

or some attempt to advance or maintain a policy preference or agenda, this 

failure appears to have been an abuse of power, or misuse of discretion. 

In as much as N.Y.S.R & P was appealed and granted certiorari before the 

U.S. Supreme Court on January 22, 2019 then it is incumbent on this Court to now 

refer this prong of the Petitioner's underlying submission, together with this 

extraordinary writ, to the U.S. Supreme Court for its immediate review, and 

thereafter, await for its remedial directions. Accordingly, the Court needs to 

immediately stay the docketing of the default and dismissal order, and further 

refer the extraordinary writ accordingly. 
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Th?re has been no other application for the relief requested with made 

before this or any other court, other than that described above. 

Accordingly, and in the interest of justice, this motion should be granted in 

its entirety. 

March 4, 2019 

S/ALAN GIORD I 

ALAN GIORDANI 
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Preliminary Statement 

Chief District Court Judge Colleen McMahon, rendered the sua sponte 

dismissal and decision dated June 25, 2018 of the underlying pre-action filing 

and application dated April 9, 2018. The decision was not reported. 

Jurisdictional Statement 

The Southern District Court of New York had jurisdiction to review the 

matter(s) submitted, in as much as the matters asserted included Constitutional 

and Federal Civil Rights and Statutes being violated under Color of Authority 

Title 18 U.S.C. 1983, and that the pre-action matter sought protection from 

those officials who engineered and maintained the underlying "beer garden 

scheme" that intended and did violate multiple fundamental rights of the 

petitioner, his late mother, as well as multiple other individuals, who the 

petitioner readily believes would be intimidated from providing testimony in 

support of the anticipated claim, especially in the absence of federal oversight 

and protection'. 

The filing dates establishing timeliness of Appeal is January 22, 2019. 

Petitioners April 9, 2019 Pre-Action filing ubiquitously describes criminal patterns and 
practices of political machine bosses and the government operatives under their command 
and control, that was readily cognizable to the District Court, or anyone else ready, willing 
and able to read it in good faith. Paragraph 101 cited Robert Hughes v. P.B.A, et al, 850 F. 2d 
876, (2d Cir. 1988), that described a malicious harassment campaign directed at the plaintiff 
who came into conflict with other members of N.Y.P.D. Floyd v. City of New York, 959 
F. Supp. 2d .514 (2013) in pre-action filing paragraph 102, Monell v. N.Y.C. Dept. of Social 
Services 436 U.S. 658(1978) in pre-action filing paragraph 103, sought to convey the policy 
of deliberate indifference, by Departmental Policy makers that were widespread and 
persistent from 1997 until the present time that demands jurisdiction be placed in New York 
County where City Hall and One Police Plaza are located. 



The Circuit Court accepted the Pacer E-filings of Forms C and D, Addendum 

"A" and "B", and the attached dismissal order, docket dated June 25, 2018, and 

Notice of Appeal dated August 23, 2018. This Appeal is taken timely, and 

Appellant is in full compliance with this Court's internal rules to do so. 

Statement of Issues Presented for Review 

Did the District Court commit error in dismissing the application for pre-

action relief? 

Did this dismissal constitute a violation of the Due Process and- Equal 

Protection Clauses and deprive the Appellant's fundamental rights, which 

included the right to petition for a redress of grievances? 

Did the Court's initial failure to appoint a evaluator, Special Master or 

magistrate precipitate its subsequent error(s)? 

Whether the failure to address the Second Amendment and Jury Service 

issues, were likewise an abuse of authority or discretion? 

Statement of the Case 

The Appeal is taken from the June 25, 2018 Sua Sponte dismissal, that 

appears to be predicated on the District Court's failure to adequately understand 

the matters presented. First and foremost, the dismissal appears based upon its 

misapplication of the "Feldstein-Rooker doctrine." The District Court relies on 

a phrase in the underlying December 16, 1997 Order by Judge David Goldsmith 

Supreme Court Queens County, contained in his review, stating his decision is 



based upon "a certain parcel of land 98 feet long and 20 feet wide" against 

which a adverse possession claim was made. 

In error, the District Court mistakenly failed to recognize that the April 9, 

2018 pre-action filing, was instead related to the "other" adjacent parcel of land, 

next to the abandoned lot, 8 inches below the retaining wall and containing a 

completely different metric, distinctive history, and that was never evaluated by 

Judge Goldstein. The June 25, 2018 dismissal order of the pre-action 

application, failed to recognize or comprehend that there was no applicable res 

judicata, concerning the subject driveway and encumbrance tainting the house 

title that is part of the decedent's estate. The district Court needed to undertake 

an independent appropriate and complete review, rather than jump to a 

conclusion and erroneously rely on the 1997 order. 

The Court failed to further recognize that in the subject 1997 order, was 

submitted in context to demonstrating and providing evidence that the adjacent 

commercial entitie(s), its principles, and representatives were on actual notice of 

those objections made by the residents, of the resulting trespassing and 

nuisance(s), created by the illegal 1997 re-configuration. Furthermore, there has 

never been an assertion of a claim or right, or exercise of any valid incident of 

ownership of the residential driveway, and was at all relevant times maintained 

by an illicit arrangement that the commercial operatives entered into with 

corrupt elements of New York State and City government officials who 

obstructed and frustrated all administrative remedial measures that were 



undertaken from 1997. This would naturally be the material issues in the 

contemplated civil action. 

Statement of Facts 

The Appellant has resided at the subject location since October 1962, and 

the matter involves the family home on 60' Road, in which the decedent was 

domiciled until her death on May 13, 2017. The property, and related claims 

arise against the third-party tortfeasors that engineered an illegal public-private 

partnership agreement with local authorities, and requires compensation and 

other remedial measures, punitive damage awards and attorney fees with respect 

to the twenty-one years of hardship, and deprivation of legal and civil rights 

caused, created and maintained by and through the connivance of State, City, 

and County officials, acting in league and as a concerted effort to deprive 

significant constitutional rights. Part of this scheme involves the conspiracy to 

cheat the adversely affected homeowners, who owned a tenancy in common, by 

unjustly enriching those political supporters and contributors, who participated 

and benefitted from these continued commercial operations, including a "beer 

garden." The cronies and vendors illegally operated through the home-owners 

premises, without consent and in violation of local ordinances, rules and 

regulations, that the State and City overlooked in return for valuable 

consideration. 
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The underlying pre-action filing contains extensive support in asserting 

these matters, which were the result of corrupt and willful blindness of those 

duties ignored by officials that commanded and controlled Queens County, as 

part of New York State and City. 

In submitting the papers to the District Court, the Appellant anticipated 

violent or other reprisal. As part of the concerted efforts to create and maintain 

the unlawful operation, a climate of fear was created, intending to inflict 

continued emotional distress, that sought to discourage the objections and 

assertions of our civil and legal rights. The Appellant was not able to proceed 

until the passing of his mother, as part of the fear that she would be harmed. It 

should be noted that the decedent was a widow, who continued, to derive rights, 

related to this homeownership, as a protected class which included the fact that 

this family home was purchased with her late husband (Appellant's father 

deceased in 1983), and through these W.W. II Veterans benefits, from the G.I. 

Bill. As husband and wife, Appellant's mother and father continuously 

maintained this home as their matrimonial abode. 



Summary of Argument 

The District Court erroneously dismissed the pre-action application and 

the prongs of relief sought in the form of a protective order. The beer garden 

scheme, and the unconstitutional measures undertaken to maintain the scheme 

warranted the relief sought, that included the assignment of a Special Master, or 

some form of Court evaluator or magistrate, to review and schedule preliminary 

conference(s) related to conducting orderly proceedings against the State and 

City, including satisfying their Notice of Claim and Municipal Law 50(h) 

requirement as a condition preceding the filing of the lawsuit(s). Additionally, 

the appellant further sought relief with respect to hearing the Second 

Amendment issue and Jury Service question issues. The underlying filing 

describes corrupt patterns and practices which the Appellant believes were at all 

times related, and inter-related to decades of unlawful and unconstitutional 

dealings by New York officials that includes maintaining the Sullivan Act and 

other subsequent restrictive and overly narrow fire-arms licensing, issuance and 

their respective distribution, that impinges and infringes upon those other 

fundamental rights raised  2. The Appellant contends that this is a significant 

component to the systemic graft and corruption, that caused the violation of our 

civil rights and liberties, from 1997, until the present time. The District Court's 

decision to completely ignore this application(s), requires this Circuit Court to 

2 See pre-action filing paragraphs 37-43, and 51-58. Computer glitch omitted 
paragraphs 44-48 



reverse and remand the issue with detailed directives. In as much as The Federal 

Court has co-jurisdiction' with respect to Second Amendment and derivative 

issues, and that it should inherently follow that the right to petition for redress 

of grievances should not be impaired or abridged by intimidating or menacing 

threats. 

Ibid paragraph 143 citing Hodell v Virginia Surface Mining 252 U.S. at 288, stating state 
law may be preempted by Federal rules and regulations. The District Court has access to 
multiple modes and solutions to remediate these retrograde matters. 



LAW 

It is an axiomatic principle of Anglo-American jurisprudence that real 

property rights can not simply materialize out of thin air. Yet the subject 

adjacent commercial property and its operatives appear to have achieved that 

exactly, through their nefarious dealings with local political leadership and 

officials. Through the course of this misconduct, the subject Estate finds itself 

with an encumbrance and imperfect  title, due solely from the back-room 

agreement by these third-party tort-feasors. 

There has been no purchase, sale, rental, consent or other conveyance to 

the adjacent commercial property owners, who at all relevant times relied on 

their illicit arrangements and conspiracy made with and entered into and with 

local governing officials. Under U.S,C. Title 18 section 242 and while under 

Color of Authority, these abuses and deprivations of civil rights and in violation 

of Common Law Fraud, this concocted scheme was perpetrated to the detriment 

of the legal rights of adjacent home owners and residents, and more specifically 

against the appellant and the decedent, who were detrimentally placed and 

impacted, at the center and ground zero of the scheme. Appellant questions the 

intentions and scope and reasoning behind this targeting. The scheme was 

maintained through menacing and intimidating threats, that included bar-room 

goons, and former N.Y.P.D. members asserting that their political ties were 

sufficient to engineer, manipulate and maintain this abuse. These goons referred 
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to the conditions as "da fix", which was sanctioned and condoned by New York 

officials. These matters required disclosure of official records together with 

hearings with testimony, concerning the scope of this scheme, incidents past 

involving menacing threats and underlying intimidation. The establishment of 

these factual issues explains why the filing was made in this form on April 9, 

2018, that attempted to proceed discretely. The District Court was provided 

with adequate and sufficient evidence and a massive amount of materials to 

recognize that the issue and the application(s) before it. 

Obviously, protective measures and mechanisms, were sought on behalf 

of all those proximately situated to the conditions who could describe and 

substantiate the matters set forth in the flung. This included a need to preserve 

testimony and statements so that they would not be dissipated by threats and 

intimidation, by elements appearing to assert organized crime ties. In the 

absence of appropriate Federal oversight and intervention, the appellant 

reasonably expected that notification of proceedings would again trigger the 

abuses unduly imposed on the residents in the past. 

The District Court's failure to timely recognize, acknowledge and 

schedule a preliminary conference prior to its sua sponte dismissal without 

notice, is one of several substantial errors, that requires a complete reversal, 

together with remedial directives. 



At all relevant times, the series of Federal Citations dealing with 

N.Y.P.D.'s unconstitutional misconduct, was provided in support of the 

underlying filing, seeking protective measures including oversights, so that the 

litigation could be commenced without proceedings marred by any further 

abuses. This required a "preponderance of evidence to determine relevant 

conditions, including the District Court to schedule framed issue hearing(s), to 

determine the underlying facts and scope of Law that needed to be ascertained, 

together with determining what protective measures were required. The Court 

appears to have ignored its most basic judicial standards and protocols, by 

prejudging the case, and ignoring material facts before it. Prior to beginning any 

undertaking or determination including dismissal efforts, it needed to acquire a 

full and complete understanding of the matters before it. 

The chief infirmity of the District Court's "sua sponte" dismissal is that it 

is completely premature and the failure to permit the development of the record 

in support of the assertions made, that implicates political and police corruption 

as the causal factor, appears to be more of an effort to conceal, impede and 

obstruct justice, rather than as any genuine case management tool. 

The District Court's Standard of Review is inherently flawed in as much 

as it cites and relies on Fitzgerald v. First E. Seventh Tenants Corp., 221 F.3d 

362, 3 63 -64 2d Cir. (2000) (per curiam), citing Pillay v INS, 45 F. 3d 14, 16-17 

2d Cir. 1995 per curiam, holding that the Court of Appeals has inherent 
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authority to dismiss frivolous appeals, which the District Court relied upon as 

its basis for dismissal. The District Court misconstrued that the procedural 

history in "Fitzgerald, " involved several dismissals of the same subject matter. 

The initial dismissal granted the plaintiff leave to replead within 21 days to 

remediate the subject matter defect. The plaintiff, instead waited two years to 

recommence the action, which was still based on the same issue, that pertained 

to the same apartment unit described two years earlier. 

Unlike "Fitzgerald," this appellant was not given any opportunity to 

rectify any perceived "defect." in procedure or recitation of the facts. Had 

clarification been needed or sought, this appellant would have readily provided 

it, or any other remedial measure required. Had the District Court instead 

granted the part the appellant's application calling for and assigning an 

evaluator, special master or magistrate to hold a preliminary conference, then 

the District Court would have readily been able to recognize prior to dismissal 

that it completely misapprehended the fact that the underlying "Horwin" 

litigation and ruling, involving "a certain parcel" was not the same property as 

the one in the instant matter. 

The David Goldstein (Sup. Ct. Queens Co.) decision is based on an 

abandoned lot and an adverse possession claim made in 1997 involving a parcel 

that measured 98 feet long and 30 feet wide, is landlocked and sits eight inches 
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above the retaining wall, and the driveway was a different parcel, and distinct 

history. 

The subject parcel involving the 2018 filing, instead related to a 

residential easement (driveway) running in common with the home title(s), that 

measures 16 feet wide running 144.07 feet westerly to 82 d  street. Only 

superficially does this case resemble "Fitzgerald," and the underlying error 

appears to be the District Court's failure to read and understand the submitted 

documents, their context, overreaching in failing to recognize its role as a trial 

court, and an apparent over eagerness to dismiss and "manage" its caseload. 

Likewise, "Pillay" is misapplied, in that the legal points raised within this 

brief clearly demonstrate that this matter is not frivolous, and readily 

demonstrates arguable issues, which are set out more extensively. (See Collins v 

Virginia below). Only superficially, does this case resemble "Fitzgerald" or 

"Pillay," in as much as all were all Pro Se litigants, and which appear to contain 

"sua sponte" dismissals. However, the "Fitzgerald" sua sponte dismissal was 

actually triggered by the defendant sending a letter to chambers, in lieu of an 

answer that the matter was previously litigated, and "Pillay, "by a review of 

movants long criminal history, in which the courts readily determined that his 

deportation was a forgone conclusion, and that appointment of counsel with 

respect to the one pending particular criminal charge under review, was futile to 

the outcome. The District Court's recitation of the dismissal in Ruhrgas AG v 
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Marathon Oil, 526 U.S. 574 (1999), which is based on a lack of personal 

jurisdiction, appears mostly off-point, except to the extent that it perhaps 

suggests that the matter should have been filed in Eastern District, rather than 

Southern District of New York. However, this venue suggestion completely 

ignores the jurisdictional issue that as a New York City resident, this Appellant 

maintained substantial ties in both Districts and respective Boros. However, 

One Police Plaza and City Hall, and its occupants maintained illicit, corrupt and 

unconstitutional policies, that readily flowed from Manhattan and into Queens 

County. 

Such distinction was never made by S.D.N.Y. in any number of Police 

misconduct, and organized crime cases cited, in the subject filing, and which the 

Appellant readily believes was the causal factor of the "Beer Garden" scheme, 

which was the central issue is this matter. 

Respectfully, the District Court jumped to erroneous conclusions, which 

the appellant readily believes were caused by filing this pre-action matter, pro 

Se. In an effort to obtain immediate federal oversight, Appellant sought relief 

through the Court's IFP track. This appellant has expected and anticipated that 

the malicious harassment campaign suffered over the course of years, would 

again be triggered upon notifying State Authorities, of any contemplated 
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litigation against it.' This would appear to suggest that this Court may have a 

defect in its intake system. The Standard of Review also implicates obvious 

overreaching by the District Court. In its failure to recognize its place in the 

judicial hierarchy, it has appeared to prejudge this matter, and preempted 

conducting necessary preliminary hearings, the gathering of relevant evidence, 

testimony and other statements in support of setting out a prima facie case on its 

merits. The premature dismissal has impeded, delayed and obstructed 

meaningful disclosure, that implicates and insulates those government officials, 

who engineered the scheme and sought to and did deprive civil rights described 

at length within the filing. One can only ask whether the District Court's 

error(s) are in any way part of the pattern and practice of what can best be 

described as running interference. 

Summary Judgment and F.R.C.P. 56, is primarily based on the absence of 

genuine issues of material facts, coupled with the movant's entitlement to 

summary judgment as a matter of Law. The District Court appears to have taken 

on an adversarial role in its sua sponte dismissal. The sua sponte dismissal in 

"Fitzgerald" obviously contained some aspect of notice, that was absent in the 

instant matter. This appellant was essentially ambushed by the District Court's 

Appellant cited Adrian Schoolcraft v City of New York et a! 1:2010 cv06005 assigned to 
Ron. Robert Sweet, that involved N.Y.P.D. whistleblower abducted from his home by E.S.U. 
Unit, that falsely declared him a E.D.P., and placed him in a mental ward as a Soviet style 
tactic to suppress dissent. The assailants were never criminally charged and the incident 
appears to be sanctioned and condoned by New York Authorities, at paragraph 126 in pre-
action filing. 
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dismissal. The matter pending before it, was an application that sought a 

protective order and assignment and scheduling of pre-action hearings, not 

dismissal. Had the District Court acted fairly, then it would have given an 

opportunity to remediate, rectify or clarify issues, before undertaking the 

draconian result of dismissal. Had the Court undertaken an effort to contact or 

communicate with "Horwin," then it would have readily learned that it lacked 

any legitimate claim with respect to the subject driveway, and that its continued 

misappropriation, was the result of the injustice perpetrated. "Horwin" has 

never made a claim of right, paid tax, maintained or made improvements, and 

has no basis to believe it maintains title, with respect to this subject parcel and 

driveway. The subject property in this matter, (which is divided by the 8-inch 

retaining wall, and its fencing erected in 1997), at all relevant times and is 

separate and distinct from the "certain parcel" in the 1997 litigation. Had, the 

District Court readily undertaken a good faith review, then it would have 

learned that the continued use, misuse and trespass into the residential driveway 

was without consent, and through thuggish extortion, threats and intimidation. 

All of this was condoned and sanctioned by corrupt State and City officials, 

maintaining a public-private partnership and illicit rent seeking arrangement. 

When analyzing the issue of summary judgment or dismissal, it is 

incumbent upon the court to determine, whether there exists an issue of material 

fact requiring trial. Anderson v Liberty Lobby Inc,, 477 U.S, 242, 242-243, 106 
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s. Ct. 2505, 2511 1986. A material fact is genuinely in dispute if the evidence is 

such that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the non-moving party.' Id.; 

Rovtar v. Union Bank of Switzerland, 852 F. Supp. 180, 182 S.D.N.Y. 1994. In 

determining whether such a question of fact is raised, the Court must make all 

credibility assessments, resolve any ambiguities, and draw all inferences, in 

favor of the non-moving party, and may grant the motion only if the evidence, 

taken in that light, reflects that there is no genuine issue of material fact and that 

the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. The instant matter 

indicates that the District Court improperly jumped to a prejudicial conclusion, 

which as a matter of fact and law 

was error. 

Frankly, in as much as the District Court's sua sponte determination and 

dismissal was made prior to commencing the action and in the absence of any 

pleadings, the Circuit Court and Judicial Conference needs to evaluate whether 

this "error" was intentional, or driven by an attempt to protect those political 

bosses and operatives, (including some who maintain national leadership 

positions) who have been described in the underlying filing, who engineered 

and benefitted from the illicit scheme, that sought to deprive our civil rights. 

In Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd. V Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 

574 (1986) the Supreme Court remanded the case for a determination of 

whether there was sufficient, unambiguous evidence that the defendants 
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conspired, or in the absence of evidence would-have the right to reinstatement 

of the dismissal. 

This appellant attempted to advance an adverse possession claim in the 

1997 Queens County case based upon an underlying history, that included the 

Commercial Property Landlord denying its ownership of the fallow abandoned 

lot in or about 1965, of a "certain parcel" described in the "Horwin" decision. 

This denial of ownership, thereby frustrated recovery of the Appellant's father, 

in any claim involving attractive nuisance, where his young son Paul, (and 

appellant's brother), was seriously injured and permanently scarred in an 

incident involving broken glass hidden in the weeds of that fallow tract. The 

1997 "reclamation" by the Landlord or successors in title of the abandoned lot 

alk/a "a certain parcel" was predicated on fraud and the illicit influence and 

arrangement made between the landlord, representatives, principles and the 

political bosses and Judge Goldstein, who denied the claims in equity, and of 

the relevant issues, that sounded in collateral estoppel, and reliance. The 1962 

survey map designated that the two separate parcels were never divided by a 

fence or barrier, until the 1990's when the Commercial Landlord at that time, 

appears to have asserted a claim under the original title. Appellant asserts that 

these facts support the position, that these matters were predicated on fraud, and 

an underlying fraud, within the fraud, that remains ongoing and that now 

requires justice. 
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In contemplating this action, the Appellant questions whether the 

Commercial Landlord's representatives have failed to properly review the 

survey map(s), titles or leases, and the scope of their metes and bounds, or lack 

of rights thereof. It follows that reasonably prudent practitioners would have 

readily recognized that the Law with respect to unfenced property, especially in 

urban settings over the course of decades, would naturally give rise to third 

party claims, resulting in the heavy-handed thuggish tactics utilized. 

The Circuit Court should consider whether any part of the scheme, 

including improper influence, involved any effort to avoid professional liability 

questions concerning landlord's representatives. These implications give rise 

inherently to a review of these underlying historical leases, and other 

documents, that can better reveal the mindset and motives. The "Horwin" case 

file naturally requires a review or inventory, so that the factual and legal issues 

can be ascertained with greater clarity. The dismissed filing was not seeking 

injunctive relief with respect to the Horwin ruling from the District Court, but 

instead was forward looking as to the elements of the fraud case that had to be 

pleaded and proved. This obviously included the issue of mindset and 

implications of "da fix" and any accompanying criminal conspiracy could be 

proved with the file contents of the 1997 case, as just part of the res gestae of 

the conspiracy. The Appellant asserts that an honest, reasonably prudent jurist, 

or attorney practicing law, would not have given these matters the short shrift 
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that Judge Goldstein or Kalb did, and furthermore, believes such matters will 

tend to disclose mindset of the participants. The Appellant verily believes that 

he should have prevailed in the 1997 matter, as well as the 2018 filing, as 

matters of Law, supported by facts. But for the presence of fraud and 

impropriety, Appellant did not prevail. 

At no point in time was the District Court being asked to sit in "direct 

review" of the underlying state court decision and Rooker-Feldman doctrine 

Rooker v. Fidelity Trust Co., 263 U.S. 413 (1923) and District of Columbia 

Court ofAppeals v. Feldman, 460 U.S. 262(1983), were misapplied by the 

District Court. 

That public policy considerations have even contained exceptions of this 

doctrines application with respect to "habeas corpus" and the so called "Palm 

Sunday Compromise" which are now trending. and to avoid injustice. 

Since the Appellant's dismissed filing addresses a different parcel of 

property not adjudicated in 1997, there has been no review on the underlying 

merits and therefore no res judicata. In Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Saudi Basic 

Industries Corp., 544 U.S. 280 (2005), Justice Ginsberg determined that the 

Rooker-Feldman doctrine was narrowly confined to such state court 

proceedings that invited the district court to reject such. Parallel litigation in 

both state and federal court does not automatically trigger Rooker-Feldman 

judgment. 
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The 1997 judgment in its proper context, indicates and implicates that the 

adjacent commercial landlord, its representatives, operatives and tenants knew 

at the time of the decision and reconfiguration, that they blocked their own 

legitimate ingress-egress, that preexisted during the prior six decades, and then 

placed this burden on the adjacent residential homeowners, through the onerous 

threats and intimidation. 

By participating and arranging "da fix," namely the engineering of the 

illegal arrangement that maintained these commercial operations through 

residential premises, they were in violation of N.Y.S. and City ordinance codes, 

Rules and Regulations, and the Law. Through menacing threats and 

intimidation, together with their reliance placed on local and state officials who 

participated in the scheme from that time to the present, they also violated 

Federal Constitutional and Civil Rights. The 1997 ruling was simply presented 

to the District Court as an essential milestone and element in determining when 

and what was known with respect to the violations and deprivations of our legal 

rights. 

In Celotex Corp., v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317 (1986) the standard of review 

applied, permits an inference to be drawn based upon a non-movant's failure to 

produce evidence. It should be noted that Harold Kalb Esq., in the underlying 

adverse possession matter did not support his case with any documents at all. 

Title, survey maps, leases were not produced, only his assertion that he "could 
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not remember" his assertion that he previously claimed ownership, and that he 

had maintained a long term attorney client relationship with the Horowitz 

family. 

The underlying 1997 dismissal that pertained to a "certain parcel," was 

not the subject tract of property in the 2018 dismissed filing. The 1997 

dismissal, was also completely anomalous to any genuine judicial review, and 

supports the conclusion, that "da fix" was predicated on government and 

judicial fraud, and is a jury question. The lack of "judicial reasoning" by Judge 

Goldstein in failing to review the pertinent issues, including, that the certain 

parcel lay fallow during the preceding sixty years, underscores the fact that this 

history supports the further conclusion that political bosses Tom Manton and his 

protégé Joe Crowley were able to reach former Judge David Goldstein, through 

their Politically connected law firm, "Manton, Sweeney and Crowley," and 

arranged this improper illegal favor and influence over the assigned judge. The 

underlying record, together with the lack of one, and the resulting ambiguities, 

supports this position that the Goldstein decision involving the abandoned lot, 

was predicated on Common Law Fraud under color of authority in violation of 

Federal Law. 

A fair-minded jury could readily and easily return a verdict based upon 

the Appellant's prima facie showing, that these matters were at all times skewed 

and tainted by the misconduct of New York State and City officials, and their 
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illicit joint effort with the commercial landlord, operatives, representatives and 

tenants, pursuant to an illegal arrangement to cheat, defraud and deprive this 

family of substantial legal rights. 

Assuming arguendo that the District Court correctly applied the 

"Feldstein- Rooker Doctrine", then at the very least, would be indicative that the 

doctrine or its supporting statute, was unconstitutional, to the extent that it 

supports the criminal misconduct of corrupt State and City officials, and their 

cronies and supporters, in violation of enumerated provisions of the U.S. 

Constitution. Sustaining this doctrine and statute under the facts and 

circumstances, would be in violation of the 14th  Amendment incorporation of 

Due Process and Equal Protection clauses, through the Fifth Amendment's 

"Taking's Clause". Our Constitutional rights, existed in and through, the subject 

private "residential driveway," which in other words, was the "other parcel", not 

adjudicated by the Goldstein decision. Judge Goldstein, and the Commercial 

Landlord knew they had no title, right or any valid claim. Instead, the decision 

made, was to ignore this fact and our other rights and accompanying complex 

implications. 

Likewise, in this decision to ignore our rights, the Fourth Amendment 

("effects"), and Ninth Amendment's "penumbra of privacy",' further implicates 

Olmstead v United States 277 U.S. 438 (1928) was cited in underlying filing paragraph 9 to 
remind the Court of the Brandeis dissent and origins of the privacy right and if the 
government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for the law. 
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unconstitutional misappropriations. The suppression of the right to petition and 

be heard on the merits, is likewise implicated through the unconstitutional 

dismissals. Furthermore, to any extent this abuse of power result in our being 

maliciously targeted, then it further warrants pleadings implicative of violations 

of relevant federal Civil Rights statutes. 

That at all relevant times, through the course of this government 

misconduct, officials who have maintained command and control of New York 

and Queens County, maintained the scheme and the subject parceled tracts 

through its willful blindness and illicit rent seeking. They ignored the threats 

made by the Commercial Landlord's principals, including former members of 

N.Y.P.D., rendering the homeowners without a genuine Rule of Law through 

the course of this scheme. 

The Circuit Court should further be mindful that on May 29, 2018 the 

U.S. Supreme Court decided Collins v Virginia 584 U.S. (2018). The Court 

held that the area immediately surrounding and associated with the home is 

considered part of.the home for Fourth Amendment purposes. In as much as a 

lawful right to access must exist. . .to allow otherwise would constitute an 

unmooring and render hollow the core protections of the Constitution extended 

to the home and its curtilage rights. This case expounds issues that readily 

overlap with the instant case, in that the denial of Fourth Amendment "effects" 
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must be deemed to include our sense of security, safety and well-being,6  as part 

of our inherent "pursuit of happiness." "Collins" overlaps with our assertion that 

contained with this right, are the "penumbra" of other fundamental rights, 

including our privacy, that was grossly invaded and violated throughout the 

years, during the course of this unconstitutional scheme. 

It is quite remarkable that the Chief District Court Judge's failed to 

recognize the significance of Collins during her "review" which appears to be 

well settled Law, demonstrated by the 8-1 decision,' 

Through this unwarranted dismissal the District Court has delayed 

proceedings on the substantive merits, denied due process and equal protection, 

and forced the expenditure of resources as part of the continued efforts, reticent 

of the underlying patterns and practices employed over the years, that 

prevented, the Appellant from ever being heard on the underlying substantive 

merits. The back-room fraudulent scheme and conspiracy to violate our rights 

and unjustly enrich the adjacent commercial property's owners, principles and 

the political operatives and supporters who were involved, was orchestrated and 

maintained by Democrat Committee Chairman Tom Manton and his protégé Joe 

6 See James Madison 29 March 1792 papers 14;266--68 essay on "property"... he has a 
property very dear to him in the safety and liberty of his person. 

Justice Auto's dissent relates to "hot pursuit chases" and may only be relevant to the extent 
the May 13, 2004 search by N.Y.P.D. Homicide detectives of Kelly's Pub and Beer Garden 
and into the subject driveway, was precipitated by their following the blood trail left by the 
killer(s) described in the dismissed filing at paragraph 67 and exhibit 10. 
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Crowley, on behalf of their cronies, and to the great detriment of the 

homeowners. 

The Circuit Court and Judicial Conference must evaluate whether any 

part of the District Court's misreading of the record, and its misapplication of 

Law is a component of suppressing the facts and our respective legal rights, or 

is the result of any political bias, preference, or alignment. The Appellant take 

great exception to the District Court "deeming" these matters as "frivolous" in 

that they implicate matters that go to the very core integrity of this Court and 

the Constitution. 

The District Court appears to have punted on the issues that pertain to 

Second Amendment firearms "licensing" and Qui Tam, which the Appellant 

believes are part of the rent seeking criminal patterns and practices, graft and 

corruption, that at all times, thrived and was the concurrent dynamic 

underscoring the political chicanery and government influence peddling. 

With respect to the "jury service" issue, that arises miscellaneously, and 

arose through the service of the jury summons notice by New York State and its 

Jury Commissioner, the premature dismissal denied a review on these issues. 

This Appellant has anticipated raising these matters upon restoration and 

remand. While the undersigned does not dispute the State Authority or 

jurisprudence that deemed to exist as an essential part of the reasoning applied 

inArver v Us. 245 U.S. 366 (1918), and the progeny of selective services 
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cases, the appellant's objection is to a State or government that ignores the 

unconstitutional misconduct of its officials, and then thereafter attempts to 

compel participation in its own tainted processes, which is in violation of deeply 

held sincere beliefs that compels the Appellant to raise moral objections 

sounding in the First Amendment's right to conscience and demands civil 

disobedience in this form, forum and format. The petitioner does not object to 

the reasoning of the jurisprudence that sustained the conscripted service, but the 

Court must be mindful that at its core was the argument that the duty derived by 

citizenship, is part of the social contract with the government, and that the 

efforts within are by a dutiful citizen. 

This must now be construed to include the issues set out in the underlying 

filing, that included issues that pertain to the political patronage and nepotism in 

Queens County government and especially its Court system. Whether military, 

or in this case of "jury service", due process requires and demands a hearing on 

the merits. Aside from the obvious forty dollar per day stipend, that is well 

below the minimum wage, and stinks of servitude, peonage and thirteenth 

amendment violations. The filing raises another necessary Constitutional 

question, as to the extent "da fix" in the dismissed filing, was any part of a 

corrupt pattern and practice involving improper political and judicial influence 

peddling in Queens County. The filing questions the scope of improper 

influence maintained by Political Boss Tom Manton and his protégé Joe 



Crowley in 1997, and thereafter maintained to this present time. An obvious 

question needs to be asked and answered as to whether the Queens County 

political boss and ex-cop Tom Manton was related, descended or maintained a 

"special relationship" to the defendant and former Second Circuit Court judge 

cited in US. v Tom Manton, et al 107 F.2d 834(2d Cir.1938), and whether these 

intergenerational relationships resulted in other conspiracies to cheat and 

defraud, especially in the underlying Horwin matter. It should be noted that the 

historical record implicates that some part of Judge Manton's influence was 

derived through his relationship with corrupt elements inside N.Y.P.D.'s 

subculture, and whether Pat and Mike Kelly and their bar room clique were able 

to access this deep Departmental corrupt influence, through clannish 

relationships, and years of Pub chatter and drunken secrets. Whether any part of 

the dismissed filing that asserts a new or resurrected "Tammany" doing 

business under a new banner of progressive ideology in any way offended the 

District Court, then this review must consider whether the obvious short shrift 

and series of error(s), that caused this unconstitutional reflex, was fused with 

irrational bias, prejudice, political or tribal factionalism,' or preferences from 

any misplaced sense of loyalty. The instant Circuit Court and Judicial 

conference, must evaluate whether any judicial politics exists and resulted in 

this "error." This Court recognized in Re: Complaint of Judicial Misconductjc 

See Federalist 10. 
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no. 02-17-90118 the "seriousness of the misconduct alleged" that involved an 

important federal judge;  described as a "feeder" implicating his institutional 

influence, and reticent of the matters raised by the Appellant in the dismissed 

filing describing patronage courthouse 'lobs"  and citing Margarita Lopes Tones 

v State Board of Elections 462 F.3d 161 2d Cir. 2006 overruled at 552 U.S 196, 

(cited in the dismissed filing in paragraph 87) and People v. Clarence Norman, 

No. 5617/03 Misc Sup. Ct. Kings County, (cited at paragraph 88 of the 

dismissed filing) providing a glimpse of the inner workings of the State and 

City Political machine, and leaving the outstanding question as to the nexus and 

extent this is applicable at the Federal and National level, and the 10' 

Amendment questions raised in the filing. 

Contrary, to Justice John Roberts apparent efforts to push back at the 

Article II, Chief Executive who asserts or implicates the presence of activist 

Article III Judges are apparently participating in "resistance" against his "2016" 

platform and re-alignment,' the underlying dismissal, simply does not appear to 

be a "level best" by the District Court, but instead an effort to avoid and evade a 

review on the substantive underlying merits, or motivated by any attempt to 

Both Judicial and Executive branches appear to assert authority to draft orders to remediate 
regional and national problems and conditions resulting from Congressional inertia, and 
which the appellant proposes is the partial solution necessitating a need for a standardized 
national firearm license. Justice Scalia describes the dissenters in "Heller" as "wrong headed" 
and this evaluation is readily applicable to the New York Policy makers maintain the dissents 
view. 
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obstruct, impede investigation and disclosure involving these underlying issues, 

in any furtherance of the unconstitutional scheme to deprive our civil rights. 

This Court should be further mindful that while ex judge Alex Kosinski's 

invidious misconduct persisted for an extended period, so did the misconduct in 

the instant matter. Both involved abuses of power and indiscretions while 

protected under and by a Color of Authority. Both ignored the rights and 

boundaries of others. 

This Court should take notice that the Jury Service demanded by N.Y. S., 

which has now been rescheduled until February 2019. Exemption, or 

accommodation, through a rescheduling or comprehensive protective order may 

be required. If deemed necessary, this Court should be mindful as to the 

Constitutional rights of the Appellant, including those within the Establishment 

Clause, and further consider that this service offends the fundamental notions 

that concern faithfully upholding the Constitutional Oath undertaken and 

compelled by this Court. Furthermore, that in the subversive nature of the 

political and government misconduct and its corrupt influence peddling, the 

enemies both "foreign and domestic" of the Constitution, are at work. The 

Appellant's conscientious objections, as set forth need to be respected, and any 

compulsion to participate in N.Y.S.'s demands to participate in any sham state 

processes, should be stayed, enjoined, or deemed as voidable, and antithetical to 

the Appellant's deeply held convictions and underlying beliefs in the 

magisterium, including that the Crucifixion was the causal result of corrupt back 
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room politics. This compelled service for the reasons stated, is inherently 

repugnant, morally objectionable and would be a First Amendment 

Constitutional violation. 

The underlying petition and filing sets forth that some part of the 

targeting that occurred was with unconstitutional animosity of those New York 

State officials who maintained a lust for political power "by any means 

necessary," and who consorted and conspired to purge those from the 

community and District, its electorate and population demographic. That these 

political operatives belong to a political faction that deems those who do not 

support them, as "unevolved", "deplorable," "Thomistic," and are those who 

bitterly cling to "guns and bibles" and "do not have a right to exist in New 

York." 

That the government services withheld, including the failure to provide 

full, fair complete inspections, investigations and reviews, together with 

omissions of duty, was at all times derived through this bias, hatred and 

animosity, of those operatives who perpetrated and maintained the scheme. This 

requires the Court to provide a heightened standard and strict standard of review 

in assessing the targeting and failure to remediate. 

In District of Columbia, et al., Heller 478 F. 3d 370, the Court recognized 

the right to keep and bear arms was not limited to a collective military purpose 

on behalf of the State, but extended to the natural right of individual self- 
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defense. The dismissed filing sought protective measures based upon and citing 

of Heller, and set out that New York's hyper restrictive firearms licensing 

scheme has historically been and remains a part of the State's systemic graft and 

a remnant of Tammany. In as much as the Federal government maintains co-

jurisdiction concerning firearms, and.their distribution, the Appellant sought in 

his application protective mechanisms that included needed access that 

reasonably would allow an applicant to the existing threat. 

This requires an applicant to adequately assemble a sufficient battery and 

accompanying gear in preparation to defend against the existing threat, that can 

not be accomplished through New York's "licensing schemes". At the very least 

the licensing provisions are designed to overly burden, frustrate and obstruct 

New Yorker's from keeping and bearing arms, and acquiring the training, to be, 

become and remain "well regulated" in the proficient use of firearms. Both New 

York, and National law enforcement agencies have accrued protocols, sufficient 

to ascertain some common denominators as to what the existing threat is, and 

how to combat it. 

Justice Scalia in Heller, comprehensively describes the historical right, 

reasons and restrictions which have included the protection of religious 

minorities and political dissidents, and recognizes how this right has remained 

undeveloped, and that his opinion is the first expansive jurisprudence that 

welcomes meaningful discourse, including an alternative firearms licensing 

U,  
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review process beyond New York's corrupt processes. The District Court 

dismissal appears to be an attempt to suppress that discussion and ultimate need 

of resolutions. 

Civilian licensing needs to be consistent with existing city, state and 

national law enforcement standards, training and protocols, not political 

connections and patronage. New York State and City disallows and infringes on 

features and detachable capacities, and training regiments, that are in common 

use by law enforcement personnel, both in New York City, State and nationally, 

as part of its effort to unconstitutional burden the right, and maintain its 

patronage system. The requirements deemed sufficient for its law enforcement 

personnel, should be equally applicable to its citizens with "shall issue 

directives" by promoting objective standards and eliminating its subjective 

criteria. 

The District Court in its dismissal completely failed to review or address 

this issue. This omission now requires this Court to give directions in 

furtherance of this unaddressed prong of the application. 
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Conclusion 

The failure to "comprehend" the underlying facts, and application of law 

was part of the patterns and practices and "willful blindness" of an 

unconstitutional "Monell" violation. Accordingly, the Court of Appeals should 

grant the appeal and reverse, remand and reassign this matter to District Court, 

together with adequate and extensive directives, including an interlocutory 

measure, so that the Appellant can proceed to the merits in a timely and orderly 

manner. To any extent these matters need greater clarity or amplification, the 

Court should schedule a conference and provide direction and permission as to 

the extent this Appellant can expand this brief. 

Dated: Middle Village, New York 
January 17, 2019 

/S/ALAN GIo1wANj, Es. 
ALAN GIoIuANI, ESQ. 
Plaintiff-Appellant, Pro Se 
82-14 60' Road 
Middle Village, New York 11379 
(718) 898-7077 
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on the docket. The Court grants Plaintiffs motion for an extension of time to file a notice of 
appeal within thirty days of the date of this order,  and the Clerk of Court is directed to terminate 
the motion. (ECF No. 9.) Attached to this order is a notice of appeal fomi. The Court certifies 
under 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a)(3) that any appeal from this order would not be taken in good faith, 
and therefore IFP status is denied for the purpose of an appeal See Coppedge v. United States, 
369 U.S. 438, 444-45 (1962). SO ORDERED. Granting 2 Motion for Extension of Time to File 
Notice of Appeal, (Signed by Judge Colleen McMahon on 8/6/2018) (rjm) (Entered: 
08/06/2018) 

httpsJ/ecf.nysd.uscourts.gov/og  i-binfDIdRpt.pl?7614842239046.L_1 0.1 2f3 



1/15/2019 SDNYCMIECF NndGen Version 12 

08/06/2018 Transmission to Docket Assistant Clerk. Transmitted re: 10 Order on Motion for Extension of 
Time to File to the Docket Assistant Clerk for case processing (rjm) (Entered: 08/06/2018) 

08/06/2018 Mailed a copy of IQ  Order on Motion for Extension of Time to File to Alan Giordani 82-14 60th 
Road Middle Village, NY 11379. (aea) (Entered: 08/06/2018) 

08/23/2018 II NOTICE OF APPEAL from —7 Order of Dismissal,, a Judgment - Sua Sponte (Complaint),. 
Document filed by Alan Giordani Filing fee $ 505.00, receipt number 465401216774. Form D- 
P is due within 14 days to the Court of Appeals, Second Circuit (nd) (Entered: 08/24/2018) 

08/24/2018 Transmission of Notice of Appeal and Certified Copy of Docket Sheet to US Court of Appeals 
re: 11 Notice of Appeal,. (nd) (Entered: 08/24/2018) 

08/24/2018 Appeal Record Sent to USCA (Electronic File). Certified Indexed record on Appeal Electronic 
Files for II  Notice of Appeal, filed by Alan Giordani were transmitted to the U.S. Court of 
Appeals. (nd) (Entered: 08/24/2018) 

10/16/2018 12 LETTER from Alan Giordani, dated 6/23/18 re: Plaintiff submits this letter with attached copy of 
confidential letter from the New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct to Alan Giordani 
notifying him of its acknowledgement of receipt of hs complaint dated 4/24/18. Document filed 
by Alan Giordani(sc) (Entered: 10/17/2018) 

PACER Service Center 
Transaction Receipt 

01/15/2019 11:18:56 

IPACER Login: IIai0873  llaient Code: 11 

Description: IlDocket Report  IISearch Criteria: II1:18-cv-03112-CM 
Billable Pages: 113 IlCost: 110.30  

httpsJ/ecf.nd.uscourts.gov/cg  i-binIDldRpt.pI?7614842239046-L101 3/3 
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liliflUl 1111111111011111111
0ERTIFICATE 

lU flu UUIJU IlltIiWf1ffflUIllfflfffII 
TITLE 

iTITillllh1Uflulfl1uIuhIiiiiiiTIT) 
0' 

I 31311131111111111111 Ill III 1111111111131131111 11311111 1111111111!1II1I1I liff 11111 11111J11 I 111.11H.  WE  

TEE .TZZE.. Gt.RAX'ThE...COMF4hT. Ill.. 
(A NEW YORK CORPORA TIONHEREWAFTER CALLED "THE COMPA)T) 

No. 2183002 

eIi;fie5 fo SIDNEY 110SKOWU, ESQ 
261 BRDWAY 
NZ-1 Y01K, 1IE11 YORK 

that it has ad title to the premises described in Schedule A in accordance with its 

at oceiire and a as -to issue its standard form of insurance policy in the amount o 

$ 21 , eoo. 00 g A FEE TITLE and the marketability 

thereof, after the c10 of e transaction in conformance with procedures approved by the 

Compafly excepting (a) fl 10s9 or amage by reason of th estates; interests, jefects, objections; 

lien s,cumbtanees and other matters set forth herelath t are not disposed of to the satisfaction 

of the Zompany .  prior to such closing or issuancc'.dt the policy (b) any question or obj'tion 

coming to the attention of he Company before the date of closing, or if there be no c1osiñ, 

• before the issuance of said policy. 

• 
C5 evi 'ficafe shall be null and void (1) if the fees tháefor are not paid (2) if the 

prospective insured, hs attorney or agent makes any untrue statenent with repct to axy 

material fact or suppresses or fails to disclose any material fact or if'any untrue answers are 

,
given to material inquiries by or on behalf of the Company (3):upon delivery of the policy. Any 

claim arising by reason of the issuance hereof shall be restricted to:the.t&ms.aiid conditions of 

the standard form of insurance policy. If title, interest Or lien to be insured was acquired by the 

prospective insured prior to delivery hereof, the Company assumes no liability, except under its 

po11c7 'Wbdn issued. 

THIS CERTIFICATE IS INTENDED FOR LAWYERS ONLY. SUCH EXCEPTIONS  AS MAY BE SET FORTH-HEREIN 

MAY AFFECT M4RKET.1BiIJTY Or TITLE. YUR LAWYER SHOULD BE cONsILrED BEFORE TAXING ANY 

ACTION BASED UPON THE CONTENtS HiSEO?. TILE COMPANY'S RE2iEESEN2'ATIS'E AT THE CLOSING 

HEREUNDER M4Y NOT ACT AS LEGAL. ADVISOR TO ANY OF THE )'.4Rfl,SE OR J)RAW LEGAL:NSTRrJMENTS 

FOR THEM. SUCH RrI'RESENTATJVE IS PERMITTED TO BE OF .4ISIST.4NJ.Z NLY TO AN AtTORNEY. IT is 

ADVISABLE TO HAVE i0U9 ATTORNEY PRESENT AT THE CLOSING, 

Dated 9A.M 11/23/62 Premises in Se&ioxi 
. 

. Block 2860 •' 

Redated9A.M.
. • . . . . 

on land map oCntyoE 
.. Oei- - 

. . 

- 
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Ti11e No. 

THIS COMPANY CERTIFl4ht a good and marketable flue +fhe psemies described in Schedule A. subfadlà h 
liens rrcumbranes and other matters if any set forth in thus certificate may be oz maed 

rp, 
. .. ... 

Source of o MAR 4d.. 4/i8/62 co'dd- 1000 V32i OR 

peofion discloses Ded' 46Qth Ra — 2 St.j bt3 4erne iltn flat xOO atp n not) 414sxt.  / gamg 
b:.rpo.rmon J We set forth the d1i ucnl n,ek. s which  will epocar in crr pçicy as exceptions from coverage, unlesf disposed of o o cMisfafuon prior o the dos r'g or dclives.>i of Ehe policy.  

Taxes, fax Ii 5.+axslc5 water roto, sewer ieris and ds,es5uTianfs set forth herein. 
ci.14.Ai Mortgages .reiurncd i-aixh and set forth hrein4. 

 Qt......... ,. •.. NSE .L /.SER 1 qAny state  o ac1-s whucE an accurate survey might now.,  
csf 4' urvey excepfàns sel .forihhrein. .•:' .... 

rP 
- 

c Affidav of Title will be rcouured on ciosung 
There are no ros ic+ive covornF colol Ions or eusemon+s of recora ufll&cs set forth mme d .to!y following 

I AL t hon u. 1* I \ y4 39 
c,i J / t1 ten* U 

I ( tG p,'etse end mo). wh oe 4j ut1i 10 

-o: S & iar km t en Wfl &'j;,T' I azi nai thn the la"t t.en 

4. :b lliam L. S ol /I3/ 8  . IOW? 

I z; hL-B s'u'ch ia tie be i'evaied t the N rttc 
. 

IT cr . ç L*X r& 
thI+D thL A7 E1 hnot' beefl 1th 
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Restrictive covenants, condticns, thâsement, or eases of record, if esny. are et forth bIow v  

AMENDED DECLARATION ESET S  

-to- 

Whereas, the parties hereto desire to 
easement. 

Dated 

'Rea d: O/15/38 

Lj. . rdr op 24. 

mient and amend said 

1. That said easement be supplemented ird amended so that a per-
petual and unobstrücted right Of way a edement In, upon and over 
that portion of the above described prenii 

 , 
Ae6 as Is bounded and 

described as fol1os 

&innirg, northeasterly side of 82nd Street distant 90.93  feet 
southeasterly fronthe intersection of the outhaster1y side 
•of. 60t. Road and northeast side of 82nd St'eét; hance. north-
east attright angles to 82nd Street and alorg the siteater1y 
boundary of said preLtses 1l44,07 feet to th orthe 

f' 
a%. 

boundary o said peniIses, thence northwesterly along the tqrh- 
:astely boundary said premises 16 feet; thenoe soutbweii ri.. 

a line 16 ft icthwesterly of the sutheaster1y boundar. 
fsid kremises andparallel thereto, tothenortheaserly side 

of 82nd Street; thne southeasterly along tbt,. nortbeasiterly side 
c' 82d Street i6 feet to beginning. 

Said strip of 2andbóing the most southeaaterly 16 feetof said 
premises first above' described be and the samei hereby is created 
located and established for use In common bythe present owner 
and future owners and occupants of t1 premises first above 
described, or any portion thereof, as a driveway or passageway 
for pleasure automobiles for ingress and egress from 82nd Street 
to the respective garages erected c' to be erected on the rein1sea 
ffrr.st above d930r1b0d. 

2, the aforesaid mortgage now held by the party 
p ad the same hereby are made subject and 

as herein supplemented and amerded, which 
%nue to the benefit of the holders 

same Three nd effect as if said easenent 
had. beTen czeatecby deolèration or 

ndrpcoxded .iOr to. .te, . maldng If a ny.... ed..,mótgaies. 
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estr;ctve covenants, co ditr, of rcrj, J. ny, are ot corh 

HIDR--L1ber 3987 op 21 

• Thep TV r - 

Beginning.-at--the seutheastrly side.. of.60th.-Road- and ,  the. 
northeasterly side--of 82nd Street; thence southeasterly 
90,93 feet along 82nd Street: thence northeasterly 14J407 
feet at right angles to 82nd Street to a point dlstnnt 12032 
feet southeasterly from the aoutheaeterly side of 60th floacl 
thence northwesterly at right angles io 60th Road l2032 feet 
to the southeasterly side of .60th Road; thence southwesterly 
along 60th Road 22061 feet to beginning. 

Whereas, the Dime Savins arzk of Brooklyn is owner and holder 
of mortgages by (i) 4(7 in Ler 4461 mp 272 and others 
covering a prt.ion of the above (f rjbedjpremises., and 

Whereas, afreeaid mortgages are subject to an eas-ement for 
ingress and egress-of pleasure automobiles which easement is 

:re41t0d in said mortgages, and which easement is in Liber 3977 
cp!5 



Rcstrictve covenants conditions e).emenfs or teases of record f any, are set forth below 

CLARATION O' RIGHT OF WAY 
.QUEENS PARK .HO?S.':IJ, Dated 8/26/381  nLiclpoiaio.n. 

• 

-to- 
'(1: 9/2/38 

*ber: 3977 op 75. 
The party of the first part. owns Lots , .105 toinc1usive'in.B1ock. 5 or said map, Now the party of the first par does hereby deolare and agree that a perpetual ad unobstructed right of way or easement in, upon and over that portion of the above described prerriises as in described as fol1ows Jr 

11 that strip of land 15 feet wide rurJi,pg eapr1y from 82nd Street along the entire 1ngtb of the sje rI1%e of the lots first above described, said  strip of lane béi t* most souhte1y 15 feet of said. lots, and the, same hereby is creaèd, located and established for use in common by the present owner and future owners and 000upants of the premises first above c1esc'r1be., ç any portion thereof  -" as a driveway or passageway for plea&ure autantobiles ofor ingress and egress from 82nd Street to the respective garags4  erected or to be erected on the premises f1r'st above descrid 
That  said right of way or easement shall run1  with the laad. a 
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SHORT FORM ORPER 
NEW YORK SUPREME COURT - QUEM.4 COUNTY 
lAS PART 14 

--------------------------x ALAN GIORDANI, and others to be 
named, 

Plaintiff, 
-against- 

BORWIN REALTY CO., In Rem premises 
Block 2916 LOT 30 A/k/A 82-01, 
82-02, 82-05, 82-07, 82-09 AND 
82-13. Eliot Avenue, HAROLD KALB, 
"COVEt'STM  SERVICE STAR HARDWARE, 
VILLAGE MARKET, KELLY'S PUB & GRILL,. 
"ANDY'S" DELICATESSEN & HUGHES 
CONTRACTING and other to be named, 

Defendants. 
--------------------------x 

Index - No.,: 15667 002 
Motion Date: Dec. 16, 1997 
Motion Cal. No.: 28 

HON. DAVID GOLDSTEIN 

The following papers numbered 1 to 10 read on 'this motion for summary judgment and cross-motion to strike affirmative defenses. 

PAPERS 
NUMBERED 

Notice of-Motion-Affirmation-Exhibits ...........1-5 
Cross-motion-Pff idavits -Exhibits 6-9 
Answering Affirmations--:Exhibits ................ 
Reply Affirmation ......' ....................... 10-11 

Upon the foregoing papers, it is ordered....that this motion by 

defendant Harold Kalb for an order pursuant to C?LR 3212, granting 

summary judgment dismissing the complaint as tohirn, is granted. 

In this action, plaintiff seeks multiple relief with respect to 

a certain 'parcel of land, 98. feet long and 30 feet wide, which 

plaintiff claims he.hád acquired by adverse possession, by reason of 

his having continuously and openly played on the property when he was 

between 3 and 13 years. The complaint seeks multiple relief, 

including, inter ella, back rent, damages resulting from defendants 

having interfered with plaintiff's right of quiet enjoyment and 

maintenance fees to e'move hazardous objects 

1 



[A.13] 

It is unnecessary on ty motion to rah the merits of the 

pleaded causes of action, since it is: clear on this record that, at 

all relevant times, movant acted only:  as attorney for Horwin Realty 

and had no ownership or management interest the property. Nor has 

any conflicting proof been offered by plaintiff to establish a genuine 

triable issue as to any interest on the part. of Kalb in the subject 

property or any action by him which would give-rise to a cognizable 

claim for relief. The barren claim that •some tenant had told 

plaintiff that 'Harold Kalk" was in charge is patently insufficient 

for that purpose. Nor is there any claim of fraudulent, collusive-'or 

tortious conduct by Kalb. 

The cross-motion by plaintiff for multiple relief is denied. The 

branch of the cross-motion to strike Kalb's affirmative defenses is 

denied as academic in view of the dismissal of the complaint as to 

that defendant.: The jurisdictional defense has been waived in any 

event, since no motion was made within 60 days after service of the 

answer. 

- So much of the cross-motion as- seeks leave to serve a 

supplemental summons and complaint against five named individuals is 

denied, without prejudice. The cross-moving papers fail to identify 

who- these persons are or the basis of claimed liability. Moreover, 

to the extent any are shareholders of any corporate defendant, which 

is also not disclosed on this record, they may not be joined as party 

defendants. 

Accordingly, upon the foregoing, the niotibn by defendant Kalb 
for summary judgment"dismissing  the complaint as to him is granted and 

the complaint is dismissed as against Kalb.'- The cross-motion is 



LA-1.~4  J 
denied in all respects in acUance  with the. foregoing. 

Serve a copy of this order with notice of entry without, undue 

delay. 

Dated: December 18, 1997 

 

J.S.c. 

3 
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IOt/.I 199/ 

Opened: 6130/1997 Type: Other 
GIORDANII,ALAN vs. HORWIN REALTY CO ETAL 

Atty My: 
Filed Actions RcRoom 

2/10/1998 COPY OF ORDER WITH NOTICE OF ENTRY 
12/29/1997 AFFTS,NOTIcE OF MOTION,CROSS MOTION,ORDER SIGNED CM 12/30/97 
10/1/1997 AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
10/1/1997 CONSENT TO CHANGE ATO BYIDEMAND 

914/1997 AFFIDAVITS OF SERVICE 
7/2811997 NOTICE OF APPEAL, COPY FORWARDED TO APPELLATE DIVISION 
7/25/1997 AFFTSUNSIGNED ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE-JUDGES MEMO 
7/22/1997 REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL INTERVENTION 
6/30/1997 SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT 

Total: 9 



(718) 875-1300 

'k 

MARTIN H. BROWNSTEIN 
CLERK OF THE COURT 

ARNOLD EDMAN 
MEL E. HARRIS 

DEPUTY CLERKS 

ppe1kIe Pfiiisim 
uprenw finvi d f4t Statt of htu'fork 

nt JubctJ Peyartment 
45 cao=vetu 

rzxo17t, N. . 112111 

August 4, 1997 

Alan Giordani 
82-14 60th Road 
Elmhurst, N. Y. 11373 

Re: Giordani v Horwin Realty Co. 

Dear Sir: 

The determination of Justice Goldstein to not sign your 
order to show cause is not appealable and, if the order to show 
cause was 'submitted on notice to the other party, it is not 
subject to review under CPLR 5704. 

Your papers are herewith returned to-you. 

Yours truly, 

CLERK'S OFFICE 
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8 'OL10E IND1CTD N ADD= ARRESTS 
By DAVID nURWAM 
New Yw* lYmer a857. f,&M!fikj Sep 7.1972; PToQueet  Historical Newspapers The New YoiSz Times 
pg. 1 

8..'POLICE INDICTED 
INADDICT ARRESTS 

Accused of Stealing $10,000 
From Suspects ihBrønx 
During Last 21/2  Years 

By DAVID B1JRNUAM 

Three detectives and five 
patrolmen have been indicted 
for stealing money from addicts' 
while malting narcotics arrests 
in the Iast,two and a half years. 
District Attorney Burton IL 

Roberts of the Bronx announced 
yesterday.' 

The investigation leading to 
the - indictment of the eight 
men ory a variety of robbery, 
grand larceny, conspiracy and 
official misconduct charges Was 
unusual because it was sparked 
by information from a polict 
undercover agent and com-
pleted  with the assistance of a 
second policeman  who agreed 
to cooperate after he reportedly 
had been àaught stealing. 

The men were accused of 
Jiaving stolen $10,000.- Mr. Rob-; 
erts said at a rie*s conference 
that the investigation was con. 
tinuing and that more Indict-' 
ments were expected. 

The importance of the case 
and the unusual techniques 
used to investigate It—In the 
eyes of the Police Department 
—were indicated by the pres-
ence at the conference of Corn-
missioncr Patrick V. ,4turphy, 
ContinueI On Page 50, Column 1 

Repeeduoed with pernIaeoh of the copyright owner. Further rcprodeciori prnFilbtted without pernllsslon. 
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District Attorney Burton 8. Roberts apeokin a3the  Conference on lndlctanent polIcemen and detcetivea. With him In his 4ron3c office are Police coanmlsslos Patnileic V. ikaurphy. Safe, and Deputy CommissJ&ioi William P. Mccarthy, center ri 

to spot Indications of carrup- tive, who Mr. Robc4stdflttfled yesterday before 3ootcc tioct. as Vincent' OXeeft; 'Pie;4nvas. 1ivan and were 'psceled ,A ccordlng to Mr. Roberts. the tigatass identified .. .Instances out bull pending a Ii Jnfqnnatinn of Edward ,Wil. where meney—anywherej from Wednesday. llama, on undercover police- $47 to 34,OO.was;tol0 te from The detectiveS Indic mai led to 'the Indm ictent addicts. John Reilly, 2&ysaru did: of three  other policemen en Not all of the eljht.ol'ice. , Connally, .36,. and Th ehn'ges of robbery  and .grand mess were.lnvoIvedsn .dkth at- . Crews,  38. The-patroim lardeny for. allegedly stealing leged theft but two. grpjlps of dicted are Robeaf Pete 32$. in cash while making a them were Indicted fan. elm- Patrick )Cefly. .28; Josnp oarjttica arrest on Feb. ji.. spiring to steal an'" share the Rosa, 27; Bamfy, Cohej Eeuoi the initial lead pro- funds token from .thpse they and Lewis Orologl 41. vidçd by the undercover ph- were arresting. - . All have now been sung licnnian and the additional as- 'Pise eight policemen, ltaded frcm.' the 11epartment p eiatece of the "turned" detet- not guilty at their ,'rutnment rinal'diapositsbn of their 

TA 2 I1 
8 Policemen Indicted for Stealing Addicts' Money 
Continued From pege l  Cc!. 3 
pied" Eaputy Conasriosioner 
William if, T. Smith, Deputy 
Contsniaaiozacr Willian P. Mc. 
Cnrthy. who is In charge of 
organized-crime control, and 
other police officlsla. 

In girsothar unusual develop. 
meat in the caoe Mr. Roberts 
naked Supreme Court Justice 
Joseph P. Sullivan to release 
from jail two addicts who the 
prosecutor said had ;loaded 
guilty to possession. of heroin 
and cocaine and been sentenced 
to jail on the basis Of Witnie 
sworn statements by two of 
the eight Indicted policemen, 

Mr. Roberts said his office 
had. decided to make similar 
requests for the defesidanta in 
fete other cases because of 
apparent police perjury and 
still was investigating 15 addi- 
tional cases. 

The two prisoners. were re-
leisod yesterday, pending a 
final decision Sept. 14, Each 
has already served caveat and-
a half months in lail. 

Mr. Roberts  said that the 
investigation by his office an1 
the Police Department, which 
resulted In the charges against 
the eight policeman, proved 
that. Intimate cooperation ex. 
listed between the two branches 
of law enforcement and their 
sincere desire "to rid the de-
partment of corruption." 

"We must eliminate the 
scourge of pollee corruption If 
we are to eliminate the scourge 
of crime that infects this city," 
he declared. 

Commissioner Murphy sit-

"N
at the prosecutor's side In 

his office in the State Supreme 
Court Building at 851 Grand 
concourse in the Bronx, sqid 
he found St "troubling" that 
corruption appeared . 
linue despite the many efforts 
to prevent St.-. 

The Comthlaeloner an., 
flouatced he was conducting his,  own iriveatfghtlon to determine 
whether the coatasabodern' in. 
valved  Jiad . iived up to thelrf 

he said, they could be rem 
from their commands, less 
or face Police Deport 
charges. 

Questioned about the to 
of the indictments on p 
snorele, Mr. Murphy 
'morale is strengthened as 
integrity In &tren thened." 

The Investigation had 
yesterday Is the second is 
inquiry on police COrñij 
to emerge here in the few months In which pollee 
Implicated in crlrntoI 
have been persuaded to 
lect evidence against Their 

gues. lea 
This Investigative teehn 

pioneered here by the M 
Commission, -resulted in inal or department charges 
log brought five months 
agaInst' 37 13DUCE121911 sel, 

The Bronx 'litdlpthitnts 
different In that the initli veseigatiun, which btgai 
Pebruoz wan triggered 
1ea15provtded by a pelici 
specifically assigned to 
cc es enforcement In The 13 
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JUROR QUALIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE Office Use 

• 
- NOTICE OF DELINQUENCY - 

• QUEENS COUNTY  

WGN3 

Our records indicate that you have not responded to a qualification questionnaire previously sent to you. The law requires 
you to complete this questionnaire. All answets. are confidential. Pleaserespond within 10 days. This is not a summons. 
You are NOT required to appear for service at this time. Thequestionnaire muSt be completed: 

ON THE WEB: www.njuror.gov/qualify  

OR BY PHONE: TOLL FREE 1-866-648-480 

OR BY MAIL RETURN COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENCLOBD ENVELOPE. 

PLEASE MARK APPROPRIATE BOX WITH [} 
The New York Stale Court System does not ask for information such as credit card or bank account numbers 01 personal 
information such as names and ages of family members. Do not give this kind of information to anyone claiming to 
represent the courts. If you receive this type of request, contact your county Commissioner of Jurors. 

If you have questions, please call 718-262-7200 OR visit www.nyjurur.gov. I 
ALAN GIORDANI Please indicate here if your name or address has changed or if you 
8214 60TH RD use a different mailing address. 
MIDDLE VLG, NY 11379 

703085297 17023 Address  

11111 liii IIIIIJIIUIII1II III City/Tow' Zip____________ 

- Phone Email______________________________ 

I. What is your date of birth? 1961 

2. Can you understand and communicate in English? YES El NO El 
Are you a citizen of the United States? YES 0 NO El 
IF NO, mail a copy. of a current Visa, Passport, Green Card or Employment Authorization 
Card with the completed questionnaire. 

Are you a resident of QUEENS COUNTY? YES LI NO El 
IF NO, mail copies of TWO forms of proof with the completed questionnaire: 
Acceptable proof includes tax return (with amounts deleted), voter registration card, deed, 
lease, mortgage, driver's license, DMV-ID, utility bill. Only one can be a utility bill. 
Commissitiner has discretion to require tax return. You will be advised if this is required. 

- 5. Are you at least 18 years old? YES El NO U 
IF NO, mail a copy of birth certificate with the completed questionnaire. 

Have you been convicted of a felony? YES El NO 0 
IF YES, indicate crime, sentence, court and date of conviction in the space provided on 
back of this form and return a copy of the certificate of disposition. If you have a 
Certificate of Good Conduct or Relief from Civil Disabilities, you are eligible to serve. 

iaemfserved dsajurorhsacourr in New York state ora federal courtjn the last six YES El NO El 
years? 
IF YES, mail a copy of certificate of service with completed questionnaire. 

False statements are punishable as aciime under Penal Law Section 210A5. 

SIGNATURE: DATE: • 

Month Day Year 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

Re: ALAN GIORDANT as proposed Executor of 18-CV-3112 (CM) 
the Estate of decedent Nancy Giordani, and 
ALAN GIORDANI individually. ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

COLLEEN McMAHON, Chief United States District Judge: 

Petitioner,' proceeding pro Se, brings this action under Rule 27 for "Preaction Relief" 

Petitioner claims entitlement to protective orders arising from alleged civil rights violations 

under § 1983. 

In addition to this submission, Petitioner filed an informa pauper/s application, but 

declared that he was able to pay the costs of these proceedings. The Court therefore denied the 

application, and Petitioner paid the relevant fees. 

For the reasons set forth below, the Court denies Petitioner's request and dismisses the 

action for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(h)(3). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The Court has the authority to dismiss a filing, even when the plaintiff has paid the filing 

fee, if it determines that the action is frivolous, Fitzgerald v. First E. Seventh Tenants Corp., 221 

F.3d 362, 363-64 (2d Cir. 2000) (per cur/am) (citing P/hay v. INS, 45 F.3d 14, 16-17 (2d Cir. 

1995) (per cur/am) (holding that Court of Appeals has inherent authority to dismiss frivolous 

appeal)), or that the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction, Ruhrgas AG v. Marathon Oil Co., 

526 U.S. 574, 583 (1999). Petitioner, who is proceeding pro se in this matter, is currently 

'Rule 27 characterizes a request made to perpetuate testimony as a "petition" and the 
party making such a request as "the petitioner." Fed. R. Civ. P. 27. Therefore, this order refers to 
Alan Giordani, who filed the request, as the "Petitioner." In the request, Giordani also refers to 
himself as a "Petitioner." 
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admitted to the New York State Bar. Because Petitioner is an attorney, he is not entitled to the 

special solicitude usually granted to pro se litigants. See Tracy v. Freshwater, 623 F.3d 90, 102 

(2d Cir. 2010). 

BACKGROUND 

Petitioner Alan Giordani requests "preaction relief" to enable him to prepare a 

42 U.S.C. § 1983 claim against the alleged conspirators involved in a scheme to construct and 

operate a beer garden. He asserts that a commercial development that includes a beer garden 

("the beer garden") encroached on his private driveway, co-owned by him and his neighbors. As 

a result of the scheme, the alleged conspirators allowed the beer garden to operate in violation of 

local zoning ordinances and allowed patrons to continually trespass on Petitioner's property. 

Since 1997, when the encroachment first occurred, Petitioner has filed numerous 

complaints and requested the assistance of several Queens County, New York City, and New 

York State officials. Petitioner claims that the alleged conspirators refused to intervene because 

of their "illegal arrangement and special relationship" with the beer garden owner and patrons, 

and that they did so to "unjustly enrich" themselves and consolidate political power at the 

expense of Petitioner's civil rights. He also alleges that a "patronage" system for appointing 

judges "may" exist, and that the system prevented him from obtaining relief in the state courts on 

this matter in Giordani vHorwin Realty Co. No. 15667/1997 (N.Y. Sup Ct. July 22, 1997) 

("Giordani"). Petitioner filed that action in 1997, and he lost when the court granted summary 

judgment for the defendants. He also asserts that this system prevented him from succeeding on 

unrelated cases brought in state court in Queens County on behalf of his clients. 

Petitioner claims that the encroachment and the continued presence of the beer garden is 

an unconstitutional "taking" under the Fifth Amendment and "a seizure and theft of valuable 

property rights" under the Fourth Amendment. He also claims that the beer garden's operation 

2 
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and the "menace of bar room thugs" produced a level of noise and anxiety that resulted in 

"inhuman and degrading treatment" constituting torture in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 

Furthermore, Petitioner claims, his neighbors were likely selected as targets, in violation 

of the Fourteenth Amendment, because they are foreign nationals and immigrants. He also 

asserts that the alleged conspirators mistreated him and his family, in violation of the First 

Amendment, because his late mother was "readily identifiable as a devout Roman Catholic" and 

his family holds conservative values that "are not in lockstep" with the "political agenda" of the 

Democratic Party in New York, or nationally. Additionally, Petitioner claims that he was 

subjected to a "harassment, surveillance and spying campaign" to "suppress [his] further 

objections through intimidation." He also expresses concerns about officials including him on a 

"political enemies list" in retaliation for his complaints, resulting in "illicit. . . surveillance" and 

excessive investigation. 

Petitioner also asserts that the alleged conspirators conspired to deny him and his 

neighbors the right to vote. He claims that Queens County officials worked to "suppress the 

vote" and may have engaged in voter fraud, and that the "patronage system has transformed New 

York State and more specifically Queens County from a constitutional democracy into a 

kleptocracy .. . resulting in the deprivation of Petitioner's civil rights." 

Several of Petitioner's claims arise out of the actions of the New York City Police 

Department ("NYPD"). Petitioner asserts, for example, that off-duty NYPD officers frequent the 

beer garden, in violation of the Third Amendment, as money provided by the federal government 

caused "the [NYPD] to evolve into a quasi-military organization." He also alleges that the 

NYPD and the State of New York are involved in "successive firearms licensing scandals" that 

violate New York City residents' Second Amendment rights. According to Petitioner, these 
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scandals have provided "quasi-judicial discretion to non-judges" through a "hyper restrictive 

licensing process" that denies due process. He claims that these licensing regulations may be 

used to further a "caste system" by "issuing valuable permits to insiders and depriving them to 

outsiders." Petitioner believes that, as a result of these policies, he would be unable to "acquire 

[the] tools, gear, and kit necessary and proper to undertake meaningful self-defense measures" 

should he attempt to protect himself from anticipated retaliation resulting from his claims. 

Petitioner requests that the Court provide the following: (1) "An order appointing a 

Federal Magistrate and/or Federal Monitor, including directions and protective measures in the 

event New York State or City targets the Petitioner with any form of reprisal"; (2) "An order 

directing the Queens Country Clerk's Office to transfer to [the] District Court [the Giordani file] 

together with any and all files [the] Court deems relevant toward the disposition of the matters 

described with[in]"; (3) "An order enjoining the Queens County Clerk Commissioner of Jurors 

Office from further enforcement on it[s] jury process and demands, until such a time that this 

Court deems appropriate"; and (4) "An order compelling the disclosure of all relevant documents 

and official records, memos, and data etc., as part of the comprehensive disclosure demands 

anticipated with this matter." 

DISCUSSION 

A. Petition for Preaction Relief 

Rule 27 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure authorizes the taking of a deposition 

prior to commencing an action by "a person who wants to perpetuate testimony about any matter 

cognizable in a United States court." Fed. R. Civ. P. 27. But "the purpose of [Rule 27] is to 

preserve and perpetuate known testimony, not to provide litigants with a vehicle for the 

ascertainment of evidence." Bryant v. Am. Fed'n ofMusicians of the US & Canada, No. 14-CV-

2598 (PAC) (HBP), 2015 WL 7301076, at *2  (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 18, 2015), aff'd sub nom. Bryant 

4 
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v. Am. Fed'n ofMusicians of the United States & Canada, 666 F. App'x 14 (2d Cir. 2016) 

(quoting Shuster v. Prudential Sec. Inc., No. 91-cv-901(RWS), 1991 WL 102500, at *1 

(S.D.N.Y. June 6, 1991)). "It is not a method of discovery to determine whether a cause of action 

exists; and, if so, against whom action should be instituted." Id 

To prevail on his request for a Rule 27 deposition, Petitioner must satisfy three elements: 

First, [he] must furnish a focused explanation of what [he] anticipate[s] any 
testimony would demonstrate. Such testimony cannot be used to discover 
evidence for the purpose of filing a complaint. Second, [he] must establish in 
good faith that [he] expect[s] to bring an action cognizable in federal court, but 
[is] presently unable to bring it or cause it to be brought. Third, [Petitioner] must 
make an objective showing that without a Rule 27 [deposition,] known testimony 
would otherwise be lost, concealed, or destroyed. 

In ReAllegretti, 229 F.R.D. 93,96 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 2, 2005). Petitioner has failed to satisfy any 

of these elements. Thus, his request for preaction relief is denied. 

B. Other Claims for Relief 

In addition to requesting relief under Rule 27, Petitioner claims he is entitled to protective 

orders arising from alleged civil rights violations under § 1983. The Court lacks subject matter 

jurisdiction over these claims and, therefore, cannot provide the requested relief. 

1. Rooker-Feldman 

To the extent that Petitioner challenges the outcome of Giordani, or seeks a federal 

review of a state court matter, such a claim is barred under the Rooker-Feldman doctrine. The 

doctrine - created by two Supreme Court cases, Rooker v. Fidelity Trust Co., 263 U.S. 413, 415-

16 (1923), and District of Columbia Court ofAppeals v. Feldman, 460 U.S. 462, 482-86 (1983) - 

precludes federal district courts from reviewing final judgments of the state courts. Exxon Mobil 

Corp. v. Saudi Basic Indus. Corp., 544 U.S. 280, 284 (2005) (holding that federal district courts 

are barred from deciding cases "brought by state-court losers complaining of injuries caused by 

state-court judgments rendered before the district court proceedings commenced and inviting 
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district court review and rejection of those judgments."). The Rooker-Feldman doctrine applies 

where the federal-court plaintiff: (1) lost in state court, (2) complains of injuries caused by the 

state-court judgment, (3) invites the district court to review and reject the state court judgment, 

and (4) commenced the district court proceedings after the state-court judgment was rendered. 

Vossbrinck v. Accredited Home Lenders, Inc., 773 F.3d 423, 426 (2d Cir. 2014). Here, the 

doctrine applies because Petitioner lost in state court when his case was dismissed on summary 

judgement, and this court cannot review that decision. Thus, any claim Petitioner seeks to 

reassert arising out of his state court matter is barred under the Rooker-Feldman doctrine. 

2. Standing  and Lack of Controversy 

Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution limits the jurisdiction of the federal courts "to 

the resolution of 'cases' and 'controversies."' Mahon v. Ticor Title Ins. Co., 683 F.3d 59, 62 (2d 

Cir. 2012) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted). This requires federal courts to 

adjudicate only "actual and concrete disputes, the resolutions of which have direct consequences 

on the parties involved." Genesis Healthcare Corp. v. Symczyk, 569 U.S. 66, 71(2013). Standing 

to bring a lawsuit is a threshold requirement that prevents a plaintiff from bringing claims before 

a court unless there exists a case or controversy. See Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 498 (1975) 

("[W]hether the plaintiff has made a 'case or controversy'. . . within the meaning of Article III 

is the threshold question in every federal case, determining the power of the court to entertain 

the suit."); see also Arizonians for Official English v. Ariz., 520 U.S. 43, 64 (1997). The burden 

of establishing standing to bring a lawsuit rests with the party bringing the action. Lujan v. 

Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992). 

To have standing to sue in a federal court, a plaintiff must show that: (1) he has suffered 

an invasion of a legally protected interest which is concrete and particularized, and actual and 

imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical"; (2) his injury is "fairly traceable to the challenged 
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action of the defendant and not the result of the independent action of some third party not before 

the court"; and (3) "the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision." Id. at 560-61 (internal 

quotations omitted). "If [a] plaintif[f] lack[s] Article III standing, a [federal] court has no subject 

matter jurisdiction to hear [his] claim."Mahon, 683 F.3d at 62 (citation omitted). And "[i]f the 

court determines at any time that it lacks subject-matter jurisdiction, the court must dismiss the 

[claim]." Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(h)(3). 

Petitioner fails to establish standing to bring claims arising out of his interactions with the 

alleged conspirators. First, while Petitioner may allege personal injuries arising out of the 

continued operation of the beer garden, he fails to assert personal injuries arising out of his other 

interactions with the alleged conspirators. Second, even if he did satisfy the first element with 

respect to his beer garden claims, he fails to name any defendants, and therefore fails to connect 

any of his alleged injuries to the actions of a party before the Court. 

Finally, Petitioner fails to assert how the relief he requests would redress his alleged 

injuries. It is not clear what his injuries are or how this Court could fashion a remedy to address 

them. Rather, it appears that Petitioner seeks federal intervention to protect him as he 

contemplates litigating a future matter. This Court does not have the jurisdiction to issue the 

protective orders. Because Petitioner cannot satisfy all of the requirements for any of his claims, 

he has not established standing to bring a claim, and the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction 

and cannot provide the requested "protective relief." See Id. 

3. Venue 

The Court notes that if Petitioner could establish standing and assert a claim not barred 

under the Rooker-Feldman doctrine, the Eastern District of New York ("EDNY") appears to be 

the proper venue for such an action. See 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2). Should Petitioner choose to file 

a claim against a named party, he should do so in the EDNY. The Court offers no opinion on the 

7 
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merits of such a claim and declines to transfer this petition in the interest of justice under 28 

U.S.C. § 1404(a). 

CONCLUSION 

The Clerk of Court is directed to assign this matter to my docket, mail a copy of this 

order to Petitioner, and note service on the docket. Petitioner's request for Rule 27 relief is 

denied and his request for "protective relief" is dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. 

See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(h)(3). 

The Court certifies under 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a)(3) that any appeal from this order would 

not be taken in good faith, and therefore in forma pauperis status is denied for the purpose of an 

appeal. See Coppedge v. United States, 369 U.S. 438, 444-45 (1962). 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 25, 2018 
New York, New York 4j 

COLLEEN McMAHON 
Chief United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

Re: ALAN GIORDANI as proposed Executor of 18-CV-3112 (CM) 
the Estate of decedent Nancy Giordani, and 
ALAN GIORDANI individually. CIVIL JUDGMENT 

Pursuant to the order issued June 25, 2018, dismissing the complaint, 

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the complaint is dismissed under 

Rule 12(h)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

The Court certifies under 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a)(3) that any appeal from the Court's 

judgment would not be taken in good faith. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of Court mail a copy of this judgment to 

Plaintiff and note service on the docket. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 25,2018 
New York, New York 

COLLEEN McMAHON 
Chief United States District Judge 
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UNITED STAtES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YOR LLYF1L LDOCUMENT 

21 
_________ 

)Jc&-ic
y
. C,-EOcij ah1c 

(List the full name(s) of the plaintiff(s)/petitioner(s).) 

•ALAJ uAJi tLd)lc3uG.Uy 
/ -cv tj C )( ) 

-against- 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 

(List the full name (s) of the defendant(s)/respondent(s).) 

Notice is hereby given that the following parties: IJ/A 

(list the names of all parties who are filing an appeal) 

in the above-named case appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit 

from the 0 judgment i1 order entered on: liif  2.Y 20 (' j çf  

(date that judgment or order was entered on docket) 

that: ?'r— Cpec c 9f 

it I . 

- U 

(lithe appeal is from an order, provide a briefdescription above of the decision in the)order,) 'f - 

Dated Signature 

GtpAJ •ALMi 1 
Name (Last, First, MI) 

1 14 5VLo 
Address City 

(iig--70--i 1 
Telephone Number 

rii State Zip Code 

Lco 
Email Addr'ss (if available) 'J 

I-aCin paty (i\\titte  ape\ msst date and sign ft Notice of Pppeal and pTovide his or her mailing  address a,ó telephone 

number, EXCEPT that a signer of a prose notice of appeal may sign for his or her spouse and minor children d they ate parcu 

to the case. Fed. R. App. P. 3(c)(2). Attach additional sheets of paper as necessary. 

Rev. 12/23/13 



UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT 

IN RE: ALAN GIORDANI AS PROPOSED EXECUTOR FOR 

THE ESTATE OF DECEDENT NANCY GIORDANI, AND 

ALAN GIORDANI INDIVIDUALLY, 18-116 

APPELLANT AFFIDAVIT OF 

V. CERTIFICATION 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, BY THE 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

APPELLEE 

ALAN GIORDANI, being duly sworn deposes, and certifies pursuant to U.S.C. TITLE 1 
Section 1001 that: 

ON MARCH 29, 2019 the undersigned deponent served via UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 

A MOTION TO STAY/REVERSE AND REINSTATE APPEAL; 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

CHIEF APPELLATE ATTORNEY BENJAMIN TORRANCE/GEOFFREY BERMAN 

86 CHAMBERS STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10007 

Deponent further certifies that the within MOTION is now being served in 
supplementation upon the appellee as of today's date MARCH 29, 2019. 

Dated: MARCH 29, 2019 

ALAN GIORDANI 


